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㕦ⰻ麇Ⱗծ倵鏣瘝ח⯔鍗㯭ךؚٝ؍ذ٦倵䊨ׅתֶג׃կ
Photocatalytic coating is applied to outdoor playground equipment and facilities in the park.
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⻌嵲麣ך㣐荈搫ח㔲س٦ٓٝتٝٙת杝⽑
Have a wonderland, surrounded by the nature of Hokkaido, all to yourself

倜⼪娕瑞庥װ劦䌽䋐⚥䗰鿇ַ鮦ד��ⴓך⤑ⵃחّٝء٦؛ٗז⡘縧ׅכز٦بٔخإٔծ㣐荈搫ח㔲ת筮鞢ַز٦بٔזկ匌❨ؤ؍ر
䲧ֲկָֿّٝءؙٓز،ך♳⟄ծ��珏겲חس٦ٓٝتٝٙז䎢㣐ךट♰��侯ׅ⼏חس٦ٓٝص 顡ח麇㕦㖑ָծ.*$&ぢֽך䏝⻌嵲麣剑㣐秷ך
ⴖٝٓف䲿⣘ׅկٙ ٝ؍رٕؽي٦ث֮ך如痥㹋籐،؍ر؎،ך罏⪵⚺כ倯׃嚂ךس٦ٓٝتٝ ז瘝ծ圫ղ؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،٦ٍث؎طװؚ
ⵃ欽〳腉կيؚٓٗف
⻌嵲麣ךせ䂼չ繘骡㿊պ♧劄ֹד㿊갥כדأٓذوٓظػךծ꧅㣐ז兝葿胜兝ٝ؍ذ٦ى،ؒٝف٦ؔח կֹד⪵ךؚ

Rusutsu Resort is a verdant resort surrounded by nature, conveniently 
located a 90-minute drive from New Chitose Airport and central Sapporo. 
There are more than 60 types of attractions in a vast 510,000 m2 
wonderland, comparable in size to Tokyo Disneyland. This time, 
Hokkaido’s largest amusement park offers an exclusive-use plan aimed at 
MICE users. How you enjoy this wonderland depends on the ideas of the 
organizer! Various programs, such as proven team building, nature 
activities and the like are also available.
On the panorama terrace at the mountain summit, with its views of Mt. 
Yotei, one of Hokkaido’s most famous peaks, open-air meetings can be 
held against the backdrop of magnificent scenery.

㣐➂侧ח㼎䘔〳腉��������剢ך剢刑傈牜傈ך㜥さꤐֻ˟ⵃ欽傈ך�䎃חדת銲㉏さׇ湡㸜剑⡚���♰ⰼⰅ㜥俱����ⰼYⰅ㜥➂侧ⴓ˟ⵃ欽ⰻ㺁״ח殯זծ銲㉏さׇ

Large numbers of people can be accommodated
Mondays in May, June, September and October 
(except in of public holidays) *Inquiries required at least 
one year in advance.
As a rough estimate, 5 million yen + admission fee of 
5,100 yen participant. *Inquiries are necessary as fees 
differ according to contents.

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

FEES

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
俱խꆃ

Ӫ�Firework display

ATTRACTION 

��♰ⰼ։ⵃ欽傈ךַ剢חדת銲㉏さׇ

from ¥800,000
Inquiries required at least two months in advance.

俱խꆃ
勴խ⟝

FEES

CONDITIONS

Ӫ�蔃抟ך怴⳿

COLUMN

INFORMATION

Rusutsu Resort can also offer a variety of activities, 
including a 72-hole golf course, helicopter rides, light 
maze, camping, hands-on sheepdog activities and 
snowball battles.

٦麇ةفٔق٦ٕծم��ؿٕ؞ծכדز٦بٔخإٔ
鋮ծ⯔ך鶳騟ծؗ ז⡤꿀ծꨒさ䨌ؚحسف٦ءծفٍٝ
䲿⣘〳腉կ٦ُصً؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،זծ圫ղו

麇㕦㖑ز٦بٔخإٔ
Rusutsu Resort Amusement Park

NEW

https://rusutsu.com/
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COLUMN

籕螟遳չֹׅׅךպח鵚ֻծ䋐ⰻ⚥䗰鿇ָז֮חծ荈搫鞢ַזⰕ
㕦כ䋐孖ך䤰ְך㜥ְגזהկ㕦ⰻכחծ鞢䎂긫ׄכծ劦䌽
ׅ⻉㢌חծ㔊㷌䫓ղָ֮וזծ傈劤䏬㕦"3"5*,٦ٕمز٦؟ٝ
կ֮ד㜥䨽ך孡➂חծ錁⯔㹏כ兝錁ז괏⯔僇㰁

Despite being just a stone’s throw from the neon lights of the 
Susukino entertainment district, this green urban oasis is a popular 
recreation spot among the locals. As well as Hoheikan, the park also 
houses the Sapporo Concert Hall Kitara and a Japanese garden. An 
ideal place to enjoy the varied landscapes each season brings.  

Nakajima Park 

⚥䃊Ⱅ㕦

鞢䎂긫
Hoheikan

⻌嵲麣䬪⢪ָ䒉ג歋筰֮峔鸡ٕذم
An impressive building symbolic of Hokkaido’s past 

،ًٔؕ괏圫䒭㛇锃׃ה加鸡ꥡ㖑♴ꥡ䒉דגծ姻⚥㣛鿇ך
啥귅ծ䊩〸ך缻鿇ך灶괏귅כח䬪⢪ך䒉暟הֿ֮ד爙ׅ
✿环僤ְָ֮ג׃կ僇屚㣓涽遤䎊ךꥷך遤㖈䨽ֿזה
կ֮ד䒉暟歋筰ׁ֮㉔ծ㣐姻㣓涽ծ僻ㄤ㣓涽ָ遤㨣ה
✿环僤ך饔ְ僤٦ָؙوⵟת侧㼰ְז㕂䭷㹀ꅾ銲俑⻉頿֮ד
կ֮ד怴⳿ָ〳腉ך瑞ז暴ⴽכ٦؍ذ٦ػךד䒉暟ⰻךծ

An American-style two-story wooden building with basement, 
complete with decorated façade and gabled wings. Opened as a 
hotel in 1881, the first guest was the Meiji Emperor, who stayed 
here during his visit to Sapporo. It has since hosted visits by the 
Taisho and Showa emperors, and is one of the few Important 
Cultural Properties of Japan to bear the red-star mark of the 
Development Commission, which oversaw the development of 
Hokkaido during the pioneer period. The interior provides a 
majestic setting in which to stage an impressive reception. 

www.s-hoheikan.jp

INFORMATION

秈��せ滠䌎չ䎢պⵃ欽ծ궪暟٥俱椚ؚٝٔة٦؛כ顡㹓俱ꆃ�㢸�����։�����儗䔲�����ⰼ抟孡⿑犜կ瑞锃٥军䨺㸣⪒կ璞ך♶〳կ

Use as a reception venue  
80 seated  
use of Grand Hall; food and beverage supplied by 
external catering 
exclusive nighttime use of venue (17:00–22:00)  ¥3,300 per 
hour
no naked flames; air conditioning installed; 
windows cannot be opened  

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

FEES

POINTS TO NOTE

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
俱խꆃ
岣䠐✲갪
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㕦ⰻכחծꅿ㢩繟遭긫ַקךծ劦䌽蔓遭ך啾繟遭긫ծ
倵鏣ꟼׅחز٦،זծ圫ղוז䊨䨺ծ䊨蔓긫زؿؙٓ
ָ挿㖈ְג׃կ

As well as the Sculpture Garden, the park offers a 
variety of art-related facilities, including the Sapporo 
Art Museum, craft workshops and Art Hall.  

COLUMN

劦䌽蔓遭ך啾
Sapporo Art Park 

劦䌽ךز٦،ך⾱⸂կչ䕝ⵟ֮ך䏬㕦պ㔊㷌䫓ղך㢌⻉鋅ׇꅿ㢩繟遭긫
The driving force behind Sapporo’s art
A garden where sculptures can be enjoyed with the changing of the seasons

㕂ⰻ㢩ׄכٍٝءآ٦ُىفحزךծ㖑⯋ך㹋⸂،ُثو،װسٝغ⸇ׅ鿪䋐㘗زأؑؿؤٍآկչ劦䌽ָךؤٍآ遳זחպחزفإٝծ蔓遭ך啾װⷚ㜥וזծ圫ղז⠓㜥ד�䎃鸐ؤٍآג׃갟ַׇկ
���։���➂玎䏝���ट،٦ٕمز٦խ،ٔش٦ⵃ欽�※要問合俱椚ؚٝٔة٦؛כծ䭯鴥俱椚䲿⣘ך㜥さכ䎮ך균欰ָ䗳銲կ⠓խ㜥խ俱խ儎㢸顡ⴖ�����ⰼ։꽎�鮦�俱�ꆃխ㣐㘗鮦����ⰼխ兛鸐鮦���ⰼխꅿ㢩繟遭긫խ㣐➂�➂���ⰼ㔚⡤���ⰼ

Use as a reception venue 

Ӫ�4"11030�$*5:�+";;

կ⯔ֻ׃⮚ָٕسٍٝؗח㕦ⰻזח农溪הזח怴⳿կ㢸ꨜ㔲孡זծ䎐䟝涸ג׃鏣縧ٕسٍٝؗأ؎،חث٦ٗف،ךפ٦⠓㜥؍ذ٦ػ
Ӫ�ؔٔسٍٝؗأ؎،ٕشآ ٕⱴ㷌

Ӫ� SAPPORO CITY JAZZ
An urban jazz festival in which top musicians from Japan and overseas, 
as well as talented local bands and amateurs participate. Under the 
concept of ‘Sapporo becoming a city of jazz,’ such music can be heard at 
Sapporo Art Park, theaters and other venues throughout the year.

Ӫ�Original ice candles (winter period )

Ice candles decorate the approach to the reception venue, creating a 
mystical atmosphere. The candles create a warm glow amid the white 
snow, in the otherwise dark park.

http://artpark.or.jp

INFORMATION ATTRACTION 

100–200 (645 ㎡)

use of Arena in Art Hall. Food to be provided by external 
catering (price not included). If food is served, a protective
floor covering is necessary
Exclusive use of venue from10AM to 11PM  ¥27,800~
Parking: large vehicles ¥1,200; standard vehicles ¥500 
Sapporo Sculpture Garden, adults ¥700 (¥630 with group 
discounts)

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

FEES

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
俱խꆃ

劦䌽䋐龞㢩ח⡘縧ׅ䎢㣐ז蔓遭俑⻉倵鏣կך٦ٕةؙق���侲㖑
♧׆ծ䙼כחꅿ㢩繟遭긫ְג䕝ⵟָ㾜爙ׁךծ��⡲㹺��挿ח
筰חⱖ溪乆זֻ䕝ⵟ㢳ְկ㢙כ筮鞢ַז侲㖑ןך
侔瘻ָז׃ծⱴכ傈劤⠗窟ךչַֹׄպ㾶ְגꨒד⚥ך䕝ⵟ⡲
ㅷךꙢ颣ָ嚂׃կ侲㖑ⰻךוז٦ٕمز٦،כח倵鏣֮ծ
կ֮ד〳腉㹋倵ך٦؍ذ٦ػ

Here at this expansive facility dedicated to arts and culture, 
located in the suburbs of Sapporo, a total of 74 sculptures by 64 
artists are dotted around a 7.5-hectare Sculpture Garden. In 
summer, enjoy a stroll amid the abundant greenery; in winter, 
see the sculptures transformed by nature while enjoying the 
unique experience of walking through the pure white snow 
wearing traditional Japanese snowshoes known as kanjiki. 
Receptions can be staged in the Art Hall. 

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

TEAM
BUILDING
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Enjoy the finest taste of Hokkaido,
alongwith the spectacular views of the Olympic ski jumping hill

Restaurant seats approximately 60 diners *45 in 
consideration of social distancing. VIP room also available.
Reservations for exclusive use of the stadium must be 
made between 12 and 3 months prior to use; 
Reservations for exclusive use of the restaurant must be 
made up to three months in advance.
please inquire about venue fees
Event hall accommodating 100 guests also available
* approx. 50 in consideration of social distancing.

㣐⦋㿊فٍٝآ畸䪮㜥 http://okura.sapporo-dc.co.jp

ٍٝء괏ָォֻ窫兝ךؙحؾٝٔؔ ׃䠃ך嵲麣⻌ך♳ծ噰דؑخ
Okurayama, the stage of the Sapporo Winter Olympics. Take the lift to the top 
of the ski jump hill 307 meters above sea level, and experience the same 
spectacular panoramic view of the city as that of a ski jumper about to take the 
plunge. In 2020, a restaurant that uses the finest ingredients from Hokkaido 
opened within the stadium. Enjoy Hokkaido-French cuisine that opens new 
doors both culinary and visual, only available here. On days when there are no 
competitions or practice sessions, the entire stadium is available for exclusive 
use, and memorable and unique parties can be held there against the 
backdrop of the glittering nighttime view of Sapporo, which was selected as 
one of the ‘Japan’s new three most spectacular night views.’

劦䌽ⱴ㷌ؔٔٝךؙحؾ莸〴ծ㣐⦋㿊կٔ ծפ갥ךؑخٍٝءך.���垥넝ג⛦חزؿ
կֲ״׃⡤꿀وٓظػ窫兝ְֻד鴥ן굲ח⚥ך遳ך劦䌽ד湡简ך٦ػٍٝآ٦ؗأ
����䎃כחծ⻌嵲麣ך噰♳굸勞חס⢪ָٝٓزأٖ㜥ⰻف٦ؔח ٝ鋙
ֻծֿ䩔ְ׃倜ך鋔鋙ה ٖٝؿ嵲麣⻌ְזַ׃חֿ 箺统װկ畸䪮ְׁ㜔腉ֻ׀ث
㢸兝ֻ摕ך劦䌽ל鼅חծչ傈劤倜♲㣐㢸兝պג顡ⴖ畸䪮㜥Ⰻ⡤כ傈ךؿָؔ
胜兝חծ鎸䥉ח婍㈓♧搀✳؍ذ٦ػך⪵ָׅהֿ〳腉կ

COLUMN
����䎃ך劦䌽ⱴ㷌ؔٔٝ٦ءٖؖךؙحؾ⠗ִ⽆暟긫׃ה
կؔٝف٦ٕؔ،٦ُصٔחծ����䎃ג 䠬װ鬨䠬ךؙحؾٝٔ
ִָ㣐鶕⸂٦ة،ءوٓظػךծ宔ꨒחⵟת侧ղך
暟铂ծ劦䌽ך遳攦ׇֻׁ鼅䩛ך⧾噟ָ㾜爙ְׁגկ
鼅䩛ך鋔挿ؙحؾٝٔؔד畸䪮⡤䠬ֹד�珏겲٦ُٖىءך
կֹדꡙְָ⡤䠬ךز٦ٔأ،ٗفծכד٦ة

Renewed in 2017, this museum conveys the legacy of the 
1972 Sapporo Winter Olympic Games and features a 
dynamic Panorama Theatre that provides a taste of the vibes 
and emotions of the Olympics, and the countless stories 
engraved in the ice and snow. As well as displays of the 
achievements of the Sapporo Olympic athletes, the museum 
also features 6 different simulators to allow visitors to 
experience the sports from the viewpoint of the athletes.  

Sapporo Olympic Museum 劦䌽ؔٔٝي،آ٦ُىؙحؾ

Use as a reception venue

INFORMATION

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

FEES

OTHER

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

㹋屣،أٝؐش،״ח٦؟ٝؐش⚥竰Ⰵծ劤殢ׁفٍٝإٓشآٔؔךָז㣐⠓ָآٖٝ،ך〳腉կ

※レセプション会場としての利用については、
　札幌コンベンションビューローにお問い合わせください。

Ӫ� Summer jump attraction 
How about an original ski jump competition to accompany your reception? 
Actual ski jumping with commentary, to provide an authentic and unique 
backdrop to any occasion.  

ATTRACTION 

秈��♰ⰼ�	鑫稢銲㉏さ
�剢։ �剢♴傐㹋倵傈銲㉏さծٔ 㔚⡤俱ꆃ��➂⟃♳�➂���ⰼزؿ

approx. ¥450,000 (Please inquire for details)

July to late September
group discounts (minimum of 15 people) for chair lift 
(¥800 per person)   

俱խꆃ
㹋倵〳腉儗劍
⟞勴ך➭ך

FEES

PERIOD AVAILABLE

OTHER CONDITIONS

Ӫّٝءؙٓز،فٍٝآ٦و؟�
     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

Okurayama Ski Jump Stadium

ծٖדת�䎃։�ٟ剢כ顡ⴖך畸䪮㜥فٍٝآ֮ي1ٕ٦*7➂��כ㜥さꂁ䣁ׅחأٝةأ؍رٍٕء٦ا˟秈��➂滠䌎ٝٓزأٖ 秈��せכ㜥さꂁ䣁ׅחأٝةأ؍رٍٕء٦ا˟֮٦ٕمزٝك؎ז銲歍鴥⠓㜥俱銲㉏さ���せ玎䏝　㺁〳腉חדת剢ַ�כ顡ⴖٝٓزأ

➂խ侧

勴խ⟝
俱խꆃ
➭�ך�
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劦䌽畸꼛㜥+3"
Sapporo Racecourse 

⻌嵲麣ְ׃兝錁㜔腉ֹד暴ⴽז瑞
More than just 
a horseracing venue 

���➂滠䌎։���➂玎䏝甧굸٦ٕم٦ٖ؋ؿٝ؋ؿⵃ欽ծ俱椚ؚٝٔة٦؛כ��剢։�剢ծ宏٥加刑חⵃ欽〳腉�※詳細は施設に要確認倵鏣ח然钠ꨵ孡ծ撑僇ծ僥⫷ծ갈갟ծ瑞锃鏣⪒ך⢪欽俱ծ
植朐䗁䌓ծ幠䰾俱וז遤佟٥ꬊ㌀ⵃ㔚⡤ָ⚺⪵ׅزٝك؎ך٦؍ذ٦ػ〳腉F�H��㕂ꥷ⠓陽ّٝءفإٖך

Use as a reception venue Ӫ�Be welcomed by ponies
Ӫ�Enjoy specially staged horseraces via a 
   large-scale video screen

www.jra.go.jp/facilities/race/sapporo

INFORMATION ATTRACTION 

approx. 150 seated, approx. 200 standing
use of Fanfare Hall, food to be supplied by external catering 
Oct.-Apr., available Wed. and Thurs.
please inquire about venue fees (power supply, lighting, audio-visual 
equipment, air conditioning fees, restoration and cleaning fees, etc.)

events and receptions hosted by administrative/NPO 
organizations (e.g. international conference receptions) only

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

FEES

POINTS TO NOTE

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
俱խꆃ
岣䠐✲갪

Ӫ״ח٦صه�姝鵒
Ӫ�㣐㘗ّٝآؽ⢪ٕشآٔؔךג畸꼛ٖأ٦

COLUMN
�����टך䎢㣐ז㕦ⰻכדծ畸꼛ך⚥ٝؤ٦ء錁䨌ַקךծ䎃
鸐ׄגծ㖑㚖⡝孖ぢֽزٝك؎ך㢳ֻ⪵ׁ㖑㚖㺘滠
㘗ך倵鏣֮דկ㕂ⰻד⢽ך㼰ְז畸꼛㜥ⵃ欽٦ػ׃
կזה䟝ְ⳿帾ְ⡤꿀גהחծ⸇罏כ٦؍ذ

As well as staging races during the horseracing season, this 
4 1 , 9 2 7 - m 2  r a c e c o u r s e  a l s o  h o s t s  a  v a r i e t y  o f  
community-based events throughout the year. As one of the 
few racecourses in Japan to host receptions, it’s sure to 
prov ide par t ic ipants wi th a unique and memorable 
experience.   

����䎃㢙׃ٝف٦ٕؔ،٦ُصٔח劦䌽畸꼛㜥כծ䋐ⰻ
⚥䗰鿇הֿ֮ד䘌וקֲת׃גծ䎢㣐ז筮ח㔲ת
կ֮ؒד瑞 ؋ؿչס֮⯔ծה䫙ֽأٝٓزٝ
ّآؽծ㣐㘗ز٦س٦ؿծꦄ䱸ׅװ٦ٕպم٦ٖ؋ؿٝ
ծ���N竲ה♳ח♳կꥡ㜥ָ֮أ٦ִٖ⪑ٝ չֻ
պַأٓذְ חծ暴ת劄ָ⚛遳ך劦䌽הծ豄䀵㿊
㢧凃ך⻌嵲麣ך暜姏涸兝錁כ湡鋅䓸וק繟ְ׃կ

Renewed in  the summer of  2014,  Sapporo 
Racecourse is surrounded by such expansive green 
space you forget you are in central Sapporo. Pass 
through the entrance into the bright Fanfare Hall 
with the adjacent Food Court and race area with its 
l a rge -sca le  v ideo  sc reen .  Ups ta i r s  i s  the  
120-m-long Moiwa Terrace, which commands 
magnificent views of Mt. Moiwa and the Sapporo 
streetscapes, and from where the idyllic Hokkaido 
landscapes are particularly beautiful at sunset.  

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

※要相談

     *Please inquire for details
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Historical Village of Hokkaido

www.kaitaku.or.jp

��։���➂⢪欽儗䌒ծ㜥䨽כגְאח銲㉏さ⠓㜥俱銲㉏さ

Use as a reception venue

INFORMATION

50–100
please inquire about venue fees

CAPACITY

FEES

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
俱խꆃ

Ӫ�Welcome ceremony by street performers 
     *Separate fee required 

ATTRACTION 

Ӫ�㣐麣蔓➂״ח姝鵒٦صٌٖإ
※別途料金有り、対応日については要問合

僇屚ַ僻ㄤⴱ劍גַֽח麣ⰻぐ㖑ח䒉眠ׁ娖〷涸ח顜ꅾז䒉
鸡暟ך٦ٕةؙق����㕼㖑פ獳眠䗁⯋ծⱄ植׃ꅿ㢩⽆暟긫կ䔲
儗ך➂ղך 劤ך♧㕂ⰻ㈓כկ㢙㷌ֹד⡤꿀ד䠬✿⻉俑װ׃ֻ
呓涸꼛鮦ꉟ麣ծⱴ㷌כ꼛ָ饥կ

Historically important structures built around the regions of 
Hokkaido from 1868 through to the late 1920s have been 
transferred to this 54.2-hectare site and restored to their former 
glory to create an open-air museum. A fascinating insight into the 
culture and lifestyles of the people of the time. In the summer 
season, take a ride on Japan’s only remaining authentic 
horse-drawn tram, or ride a horse-drawn sled in winter. 

僇屚։僻ㄤⴱ劍فحٔأي؎ةח
Travel back in time 
to Hokkaido’s pioneering past 

⻌嵲麣䬪ך募

COLUMN

ꦄ䱸ؒٔ،כחծ����䎃�剢ח긫׃ծ⻌嵲麣ך荈搫٥娖〷٥俑
剣װ〷娖ךض؎،կ筨さ⽆暟긫ָ֮ך嵲麣甧⻌ׅ➜稱⻉
䕎٥搀䕎ך俑⻉חꟼׅ㼔涸灇瑔穈籼כ⚅歲涸ח顜ꅾ֮ד
آ،ծչ⻌匌כדկ筨さ㾜爙ְג׃♷㺔ח䮶莆ך⻉俑ض؎،ծ
⻌ծחزفإٝպַַךה➂ה嵲麣պծչ荈搫⻌ךַזך،
嵲麣ך荈搫٥娖〷٥俑⻉ծדو٦ذךא�稱➜ְׁגկ

Located in the adjacent area is the Hokkaido Museum, which 
is a comprehensive museum that opened in April 2015, 
introducing the nature, history and culture of Hokkaido. The 
museum’s specialist research relating to the indigenous 
Ainu’s history and its tangible and intangible cultures is 
considered to be extremely valuable worldwide and 
con t r i bu tes  t o  t he  p romo t i on  o f  t he  cu l t u re .  The  
comprehensive exhibitions introduce Hokkaido’s nature, 
history and culture by means of five themes, under the 
concepts of “Hokkaido as Part of Northeast Asia” and the 
“Interrelationships of Nature and Humans”. 

Hokkaido Museum ⻌嵲麣⽆暟긫

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

imagenavi

TEAM
BUILDING
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忒ꅿׅ׆⚉꤮Ⱅ㕦
Takino Suzuran Hillside Park 

麣ⰻ㈓♧ך㕂㌀Ⱅ㕦կ湡㤽ֲךוק㣐荈搫
A vast swathe of parkland offering countless 
activities on the outskirts of Sapporo

պָןծչ蔃պչ啾պչ麇כד侲㖑ⰻך٦ٕةؙق��� 㜔腉ֹדկ䎢㣐ז侲㖑
⢪ꅿ㢩㣐㘗؎ָزٝك⪵〳腉֮דկ葿ךוה蔃歹ծךא�忒ծ䎢
㣐ז啾כծ㣐➂侧ךד꧊さⱖ溪ך乆䕦ח呓㥨ך㜥䨽կⱴ㷌כչ忒ꅿ٦ظأ
خكٔء،㨣ⲵկ��剢♴傐ַׅٝف٦ؔג㢌ִせהպس٦ٕٙ
կְז鋅鷕ׇ忒ך

Four hundred hectares of flower-, forest- and fun-packed parkland, 
where large-scale outdoor events can be held. Colorful gardens, three 
waterfalls, forests in which to take a stroll, and plenty of places for that 
obligatory group photo. In the winter season, the park opens as “Takino 
Snow World”. Don’t miss the dynamic Ashiribetsu Falls, which starts to 
freeze in late December.

www.takinopark.com

���➂玎䏝匌〡⠅䤰䨽ⵃ欽ծ俱椚ؚٝٔة٦؛כ✲ח銲㉏さ٥銲锃侭⠓㜥俱銲㉏さ

Use as a reception venue

INFORMATION

approx. 100 
Use of the Higashi Guchi Gate rest area;
food to be provided by external catering
please inquire about venue fees

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

FEES

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
俱խꆃ

侲㖑ⰻفٍٝؗכח㜥秈���➂װ㿊㼭㾊괏䒉暟��啥
ؽٍؗ ٥ٝ㻅郌ةأ؎ٕ֮կ侲㖑ך⚥ך♧鿇٦ٕ؍ؿ
〳腉կהֿ㹋倵ׅ瘝زٝك؎ծ顡ⴖךس

A campsite (capacity of approx. 300 people) and cabins (25 cabins 
with sleeping-bag-style sleeping facilities) can also be found in the 
park. Certain areas within the park can be chartered for exclusive 
use for events. 
*Reservations required (several weeks in advance) 
*The park is closed for periods between the summer and winter seasons
(Nov. 11–Dec. 22 and Apr. 1–19)

COLUMN

※占有貸切のための事前申込が必要（数週間前に要申込み）。
※閉園期間：11月11日～12月22日、4月1日～ 4月19日

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

ACTIVITY
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㼭埥蔓遭募�傊♲❁ꋒ遤㼭埥佄䏄

Otaru Art Base
Former Mitsui Bank Otaru Branch 

���։���➂滠䌎ծ���➂甧굸傊♲❁ꋒ遤㼭埥佄䏄ⵃ欽ծ俱椚ؚٝٔة٦؛כ⠅긫傈٥긫䖓ךⵃ欽
�։��剢������긫ծ��։�剢������긫　��։�剢�宏刑傈⠅긫�˟銲㉏さ⠓㜥俱銲㉏さ

Use as a reception venue Ӫ Kaleidoscopic projection mapping themed 
   on Hokkaido’s four seasons, 
   projected onto the vaulted ceiling 

Ӫ A collection of Art Nouveau French stained glass
   is on exhibition from August 2019

Ӫ Jazz sessions by members of 
   Sapporo Jazz Ambiance

www.nitorihd.co.jp/otaru-art-base/

INFORMATION ATTRACTION 

100–140 seated, 200 standing
use of Former Mitsui Bank Otaru Branch, 
food supplied by external catering
Use outside opening hours and on holidays between 
Nov. and Apr. (Wednesdays) 
please inquire about venue fees

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

FEES

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝

俱խꆃ

Ӫ�ォֹ䫙ֽ㣓❁ח䫎㼗ׅ⻌嵲麣ך㔊㷌הխ♰螟ꖎؚٝؾحوّٝءؙؑآٗف׃חو٦ذ
Ӫ�劦䌽ـ؎ٓؤٍآ״ח٦غًٝךأٍءؽٝ،ؤٍآ
Ӫ�����䎃�剢أؚٓسٝذأךأٝٓؿ״ծ،٦ٞؓ٦ض٦ٕխؚٓךأ㾜爙㟓鏣

蔓遭瑞ת䒉暟ָ꧊䗰㖑չ㼭埥պկ䔲儗䒉鏣ׁ⚥ך穗幥ך嵲麣⻌ךגאַ
Hokkaido’s former economic hub is now a base for art

穗幥ך籕司韋䗙ׅչ傊♲❁ꋒ遤㼭埥佄䏄պկꅾ⾨ז瀖琎طٕך
繟ָ瀖芀鸡ך❁ծ㣓ּ㔐䐣ָכח㢩錁ծォֹ䫙ֽך圫䒭أٝ؟
׃籕司ך穗幥鿪䋐պך♧ծչ⻌傈劤ꥤדկ馯帾ְ瑞אⰻ錁ְ׃
կֹד㜔腉ָׁ׃繟ך䒉鸡暟ׇלך

The Former Mitsui Bank Otaru Branch is the symbol of the 
economic prosperity once enjoy in Otaru.The impressive 
renaissance-style exterior is made of bold stonework, with 
hallways that encircle the vaulted ceiling and beautiful plaster 
sculptures that adorn the ceiling.Take a moment to imagine what 
the mood would have been like when Otaru was “the most highly 
esteemed economic city in Northern Japan.”

��⚅秀䖓⼱ַ��⚅秀ⴱ걧דأؘٔ؎גַֽחⵖ⡲ׁծ㹋ꥷךأؘٔ؎ח
侄⠓ך璞귅ָأؚٓسٝذأְג㾜爙ְׁגկ繟ֻ׃虯⿑ך⯔ז瑞
כדծדת儗ך崧ָ姺חֲ״ת䠬ׄկ긫䖓כծ傊♲❁ꋒ遤㼭埥
佄䏄ג׃ה٦ش٦يٕؕؑؐך٦؍ذ٦ػךדⵃ欽〳腉֮דկ

The museum exhibits stained glass – crafted in England between the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century – that was actually used to decorate 
church windows in England.In this space, magnificently illuminated by light 
that shines through the glass, time feels almost as if it has come to a 
standstill.After the museum closes, the space can be used as a welcome 
area for receptions held in the Former Mitsui Bank Otaru Branch.

Stained Glass Museum (former Takahashi Warehouse)

COLUMN

繟遭긫傊넝堀⦋䏧أؚٓسٝذأ

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau
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Ӫ�Beer shoulder ( a rucksack-type beer server )

ATTRACTION 

埥��˰������ⰼ㔐�〴顡⳿〳腉✮秈ⵖխ

10-liter barrels, ¥12,000 each
One server can be loaned out (reservations required)

俱խꆃ
勴խ⟝

FEES

CONDITIONS

Ӫ٦تّٕء،ؽ�ٕٓٝإس㘗٦غ٦؟،ؽ

䊨㜥湫鷏ך欰ד٦ٕؽ✜匈
Raise a toast with draft beer direct from the brewery

⻌嵲麣䬪ך娖〷䠬ׄ䒉暟ָ⚛ע侲㖑ⰻךծ⦐䚍֮ךא�ס
ⵟ儗ך剑넝կ⚅秀כٝؕأؘٝآה٦ٕؽג勻甧⳿ֲדٝٓزأٖ
ծꦄ䱸ׅח٦ٕ㕦ؽٗهح؟ծכ暟긫պ⽆٦ٕؽٗهح؟䒉暟չ馯֮
կ֮ד暟긫⽆ך♧傈劤㈓娖〷ָⴓַך٦ٕؽٗهح؟

Located next the Sapporo Beer Garden is an elegant building that houses 
the Sapporo Beer Museum, the only museum in Japan dedicated to the 
history of Sapporo beer. Historic pioneer-period buildings are dotted around 
the site, which also includes five distinctive restaurants that are perfect for 
enjoying freshly brewed beer and the famous jingisukan lamb-barbeque 
dish. 

㼰➂侧ַծׁ הֿ鼘ֽכ⢪欽〳腉㣐갈ꆀؙ؎و�顡ⴖ〳腉�˟銲㉏さխ➂侧����։���➂滠䌎խ俱ꆃ��剑⡚⥂鏾➿ꆃ���♰ⰼխ鏣⪒�ך䌎أٓذךؚٕٔٝر㸣⪒剑㣐���➂滠䌎ؖ٦٦ٕمזתׂת

Use as a reception venue  
INFORMATION

A variety of halls to cater for the needs of small to 
large groups (maximum of 450 seated). 
Exclusive use of Garden Grill Terrace is possible.
    Capacity : 80–100 seated
    Fees : minimum deposit ¥700,000 
    Facilities : microphones can be used
    (excessive volumes should be avoided) 

CAPACITY

OTHER

➂խ侧
➭ך

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

٦ٕ㕦ؽٗهح؟
Sapporo Beer Garden 

www.sapporo-bier-garten.jp

ٌٖؒ屜Ⱅ㕦�ٓٝ٥ؗ٥ٖ٦ٝ؋ؿ ٞ㣄鋅㼰䎃
Moerenuma Park  L’enfant Qui Reve 

䎢㣐ז㣐㖑׃ٝ؎ؠرչ؎ךثؚظي؟⚅歲պחꂏֲ荚状המך儗
Spend blissful time amid the world of Isamu Noguchi

⚅歲涸䕝ⵟ㹺؎ָثؚظ٥ي؟鏣鎘׃չٌٖؒ屜Ⱅ㕦պכծ䐖唱暟㙵甧㖑
筮⻉׃ծ鸡䧭ׁ秈�����IBך鿪䋐Ⱅ㕦֮דկ㕦ⰻך��כח倵鏣ָ֮
سحىٓؾ㢌䕎ךծ넝ׁ��כسحىٓؾךأ֮ٓؖדٕنٝءךծָ
㼪չꨒⲆ䨺պחيذأءկⲆ䨺ְֻגׇׁ⻉㢌ׁ׃繟ךחה׀ծ儗ד
Ⰵׅוזծ橆㞮頾蚚חꂁ䣁׃崞כ㕂ⰻ㢩ַ岣湡ְׁגկ

This former landfill site was transformed into Moerenuma Park, 188.8 
hectares of green parkland designed by the world-renowned sculptor 
Isamu Noguchi. The park’s symbol is the 32-m-tall Glass Pyramid, the 
beauty of which is constantly transformed by the light at that particular 
time of day. The facility also attracts attention both at home and abroad for 
its cooling system, which utilizes snow to reduce the environmental 
burden. 

Use as a reception venue  

www.lenfant-qui-reve.com

INFORMATION

50 seated, 70 standing *The 1st-floor space of the Glass 
Pyramid has a capacity of 120 for a standing buffet
Closed in winter (Exclusive-use receptions may be negotiated) 
Authentic French cuisine made with fresh Hokkaido 
ingredients, particularly crops grown in the Sapporo 
suburbs, and seafood landed on the nearby shores. 
This popular restaurant received a Hokkaido Michelin 
star in 2017, and its young chef has experience with UN 
and government-related international banquets.

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

OTHER

��➂滠䌎ծ��➂甧굸�˟ؖٓسحىٓؾךأꥡأ٦لأ�����➂甧굸דתⱴ㷌⠅噟խ�顡ⴖך؍ذ٦ػ䘔湱锑 ※詳細は要問合⻌嵲麣欵ծ暴ח劦䌽鵚龞ך歹װ鴋㜥ծ嵲ך굸勞⚥䗰חծ稆勞ך倜늫ׁ⯍ⴓח崞ַ׃劤呓涸أٝٓؿ俱椚䲿⣘ְג׃կ����䎃⻌嵲麣ُٝٓءى♧僤栻䖤׃ծ蕯ֹ⻟ָ臾䮶ֲ➂孡דٝٓزأٖךծ㕂鸬װ佟䏍禸㕂ꥷ⠓陽ךزح؛ٝغך㹋籐䭯אկ

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
➭ך
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Ӫ� Suitable for Japanese-style attractions 
   such as geisha and Koto performances

ATTRACTION 

Ӫ�蔓罏װ楨ך怴㤈וזծㄤָّٝءؙٓز،ך剑黝կ

ٝر٦ؖيٕؒ
Elm Garden 

����㗣⟃♳ך䎢㣐ז傈劤䏬㕦䭯אㄤך瑞
Over 3, 300 square meters of pure Japanese ambience 

يٕؒ❫넝秷俱竲ְדתծ����䎃僰׃噟ח����䎃כٝر٦ؖيٕؒ
㿊虯ָ魦կ傈劤䏬㕦劄أٓؖ䓸ך佝䠬彡⠓㜥כדծ㔊㷌ך
傈劤䏬㕦⢪怴⳿ח⸇ִծأٓذ⢪׃זגֶծ㷌眍ךㄤ굸䠃
կ֮ד瑞ֹד㜔腉㔊㷌ךկ⻌嵲麣׃

Originally opened in 1946 as the luxurious ryotei (discreet restaurant) Elm 
Sanso, the establishment was reopened as Elm Garden in the spring of 
2005. The spacious restaurant, which overlooks a Japanese garden 
through floor-to-ceiling windows, serves seasonal dishes to a beautiful 
backdrop complemented by Hokkaido’s four seasons.

���➂滠䌎�➂�����ⰼ玗أؽ٦؟٥俱��鴥��➂　㺁ך㼭㹴⠓㜥֮կֿך傐ך굸勞崞ַ׃ㄤ굸

Use as a reception venue  

www.elm.cc

INFORMATION

112 seated 
¥12,000 per person (including tax and 10% service charge) 
mall banquet space (capacity of 38) also available. 
Japanese cuisine made with specially selected 
in-season ingredients

CAPACITY

FEES

OTHER

➂խ侧
俱խꆃ
➭ך

劦䌽ְ㿊ٗؑؐف٦؎�THE JEWELS

Sapporo Mt. Moiwa Ropeway  THE JEWELS

劦䌽ד剑넝ְ㜥䨽ٝٓزأٖך
The highest restaurant in Sapporo 

䋐ⰻ⚥䗰鿇֮ח垥넝���Nך豄䀵㿊כծ㕂ך㣓搫鎸䙀暟ח䭷㹀ְׁג
ךכדז㿊կ⻌嵲麣ז荈搫鞢ַ鋅ׇ邌䞔ך豄䀵⾱㨣卌ָ㔊㷌䫓ղ
惵ⴖ瑞孡ד⚥ך滗㣐כوٓظػ窫兝ה鐰ׁկ㿊갥כדתծ
涫㿊ךא�ծַק遤ֻד٦պٕؕـ٦؛صى٦ׅؕ٦չה؎ؑؐف٦ٗ
麣֮կ

Located in central Sapporo, the slopes of the 531-m-high Mt. Moiwa are 
covered by the Moiwa Primeval Forest, a designated Natural Monument of 
Japan where the scenery changes drastically according to each season. 
For the more energetic visitors, there are five trails up the mountain or, if 
you prefer, a ropeway and miniature cable-car ride to the summit, from 
which the panoramic views of Sapporo and beyond are positively 
stunning. 

Use as a reception venue  

https://mt-moiwa.jp/

INFORMATION

approx. 60 seated / approx. 80 standing 
Exclusive use possible
Group discounts for  the ropeway/Mo-r isu Car
(miniature cable-car)
￥1,440 per person(for groups of 15 or more)

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

OTHER

秈��➂滠䌎ծ秈��➂甧굸顡ⴖ〳腉�˟銲㉏さٗ٦ׅؕ٦٥؎ؑؐف٦��➂⟃♳ך㜥さծ㔚⡤俱ꆃ�➂����ⰼ

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
➭ך

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau
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ذحُؼؙٕك�٦㜥ؗأְֽלשׁ
Sapporo Bankei Ski Area Berg Hütte

加ֻטך䠬ָׄז啾ד⚥ך麓ְ׃⮚ׅ׀儗
Spend some quality time surrounded by the warmth of wood

www.bankei.co.jp

⡤꿀㘗ي٦؋ؿ�Ⱂ㿊卓埠㕦
Hands-on activity farm Hakkenzan Kajuen

䎢㣐ז荈搫##2ד⚥ך鴋㕦٦؍ذ٦ػ
Enjoy a barbeque reception at a farm amid the great outdoors 

劦䌽⚥䗰鿇ַ鮦ד��ⴓծⰒ㿊ך뜜֮חIBך卓埠㕦կ䱰甧ךג
㖑⯋搀鴋讒ꅿ蝲ף⢪##2嚂׃կ侲㖑כחꆤ㛑װ卓埠
㕦֮ծ卓暟杘زؿؙٓװ⡤꿀ծؗ ծ圫ղוז꼛⛦װ٦َ؎؋ؿفٍٝ
կ֮ד〳腉ؤ؎وةأָؕيؚٓٗف⡤꿀ז

Located a 40-min. drive from downtown Sapporo at the foot of Mt. Hakken is 
a 7-hectare fruit farm, where barbeques that include locally grown organic 
vegetables can be enjoyed. The farm also has a fishing pond and orchard, 
with activities such as fruit picking, hands-on crafts, campfires and horse 
riding. Tailor-made activity programs can also be arranged.    

Use as a reception venue  

www.hakkenzan.jp

INFORMATION

Indoors: 88 seated, Outdoors: 128 seated
May–Oct. *Please inquire about off-season use

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

㹓ⰻ��➂滠䌎�ꅿ㢩���➂滠䌎�剢։��剢�˟ⱴ㷌㌀噟כ銲㉏さ
➂խ侧
勴խ⟝

䋐ⰻ⚥䗰鿇ַ��ⴓח⡘縧ׅ٦ؗأְֽלשׁ㜥כծⱴ٦ؗأכծ
׃嚂荈搫זծ鞢ַַק׃嚂ָ؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،ךוזـ٦ُث٦ظأ
㢙כדⰋꞿ���Nيؚٓٗفךוזؚٝؗحٖز٦ٔخװٝ؎ٓفحآך
⯍㹋ֶג׃ծ鸐䎃㘗؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،،سزؐ،ך倵鏣֮דկ暴ח㢙أד
ؗ٦ծךس٦ن٦ظأ箺统ָכرٖٝ٦و؟ֹד➂孡꧊ְגկ
ꨜךכדז٦㜥ؗأכ٦؍ذ٦ػךדպذحُؼؙٕץչ鋅床ׇرٖٝ
㔲孡䠬ׄկ

Located 20 minutes from downtown Sapporo, Bankei Ski Area is a 
year-round outdoor activity facility where, as well as being able to enjoy 
skiing, snow tubing and the like in winter, there is also an extensive choice 
of summer programs in which the abundant natural environment can be 
enjoyed, such as an 875 m-long zip line, and tree trekking. In particular, 
the summer slope is popular, as it enables skiing and snowboarding 
practice even in summer. Parties at “Berg Hütte,” with its views of the 
slopes, offer an atmosphere unique to a ski-area venue.

秈��➂滠䌎�։��剢ⵃ欽〳�※要問合חׁת鿪⠓ַזךأء،ؔךծ⻌嵲麣ך繟ְ׃굸勞⢪俱椚ִָկ

Use as a reception venue  
INFORMATION

approx. 50 seated
Available for exclusive use from April to November 
*please inquire

Here, in this urban oasis, enjoy cuisine made with 
delicious Hokkaido ingredients.

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

OTHER

➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
➭ך

ATTRACTION 

Ӫ�Fireworks display 

from ¥400,000 (plus tax)   *Differs according to number of fireworks
may be cancelled due to adverse weather conditions

FEES

CONDITIONS

��♰ⰼ玗ⴽ։�˟䩧־♳侧״ח㢌
㣓⦪״חծ⚥姺ך㜥さ֮

俱խꆃ
勴խ⟝

Ӫ�蔃抟ך怴⳿

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

TEAM
BUILDING
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䖴嫃�㼭埥顜颐긫傊ꫬ㿊ⴽ龂׃ח
䝏⛉חٝوٗך嵴ծ㼭埥ךⰩ꧇ז俱椚ח莑렼
Immerse yourself in romance and savor the fine cuisine of Otaru

⻌嵲麣㾄䭷ך娖〷涸䒉鸡暟דծչ㕂�涫ꐮ剣䕎俑⻉頿պ䭷㹀׃חך䖴嫃չ傊
ꫬ㿊ⴽ龂պכծ׃ח怒㣐笨⯋ך㪬⥋ה��娕ך㼰㥍ך㣄ד䒉鸡ׁˑ⻌
娕剢ך�䎃⼱⡭կ㣐姻�����䎃ַ֮ד䒉暟ְה˒繟遭韜龂ך
ծ㔊㷌ַקֹדծ傈劤嵲ָ♧劄כדٝٓزأٖךկ⢘鏣ג䒉ַֽ
䫓ղחㅟֹ钖蔃滗ָזծ׃הײ司螟ךꨜ㔲孡ד⚥ךծ׃ח
կ׃嚂✲굸ךוז俱椚

One of Hokkaido’s most prominent historical structures and a Registered 
Tangible Cultural Property of Japan, the Former Aoyama Villa was built by 
a wealthy herring fishing magnate over a six-and-a-half-year period from 
1917. The adjacent restaurant, with its views of the sea and surrounding 
gardens, provides a luxurious atmosphere in which to enjoy fine cuisine 
made with herring and other local ingredients.

ㄤ㹓խ㣐䎢����➂Ⰻ긫խ秈���➂　㺁〳腉�����։�����ⱴ㷌דת�����כ�※夕食の利用は要相談秈����㗣秈����टך侲㖑ⰻ֮ח繟ְ׃䏬㕦כծ僰ך咉ח㨣תծ暔⚸ծ蒭讒ծ֮ ְָׁׄㅟֹ钖螟חַװ䏬䕙կ

Use as a reception venue  

www.otaru-kihinkan.jp

INFORMATION

120 in the Japanese-style banquette hall
The entire facility can hold approx. 250
11:00–17:00 (until 16:00 in winter) 
*Please inquire about use for dinner receptions
the beautiful garden in the 5,000 m2 grounds boasts 
cherry  b lossoms in  spr ing,  as wel l  as peony,  
hydrangea and other vividly colored flowers.

CAPACITY

OPENING HOURS

OTHER

➂խ侧
㌀噟儗
➭ך

٦ؙػأ٦مٝؠ٦ظ
Northern Horse Park

꼛ִ֮סה荈搫鞢ַ٦ؙػو٦ذז
Interact with horses amid the scenic parkland 

倜⼪娕瑞庥ַ鮦ד秈��ⴓկ秈��♰टך侲㖑ⰻכח��珏겲秈��걧ך꼛ָ凃
הծ꼛וז귤➰ֽ⡤꿀װ٦ّء״ח٦صه錁⯔꼛鮦ծװ꼛ֹמ⯔կ錁ְג׃
ծ⻌嵲װٝٓزأ٦ُٖؗك٦غזկ剑㣐���➂ⵃ欽〳腉׃嚂ְ֮סך
麣굸勞ָ֮ٝٓزأٖٝر٦ֿؖחծ؍ذ٦ػ⠓㜥ג׃הⵃ欽ֹדկ

Conveniently located just a 15-min. drive from New Chitose Airport, a 470,000 
m2 horse park inhabited by approximately 80 horses of 12 or so varieties. 
Come into close contact with the horses by means of assisted riding and 
horse-drawn carriage tours, pony shows, feeding time and the like. The park 
also features the 500-capacity BBQ Restaurant and the local Hokkaido 
ingredient focused Garden Restaurant that can be used as reception venues.  

Use as a reception venue  

www.northern-horsepark.jp

INFORMATION

Garden Restaurant, 200 seated; Backyard Grill, 500 seated
Closed for maintenance from Apr. 10–14, see HP for more details

CAPACITY

CONDITIONS

ٓزأٖٝر٦ؖ ٝ���➂滠䌎ؚٔس٦َؙحغ ٕ���➂滠䌎ًٝأٝشذ劍����։����ؤ٦ؙٗכծ1(➭ך銲然钠ךד٦ش؍رⵃ欽כ銲㉏さ
➂խ侧
勴խ⟝
➭ך

Ӫ�Be welcomed by a pony 

ATTRACTION 

¥11,000 (incl. tax) per welcome (one pony) *approx. 15 min.FEES

�㔐�걧�����ⰼ玗鴥�˟秈��ⴓ玎䏝銲㉏さ
俱խꆃ
勴խ⟝

Ӫ٦ֶصه�⳿鵒ִ

Nishin Goten Otaru Kihinkan ( Former Aoyama Villa )

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau

ACTIVITY
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涫ⴽ⟻麦儗➿募
Noboribetsu Date Jidaimura

♧娄驎鴥לծכֿ儗瑞馄ִ寐䨫儗➿
Take a step back into the fascinating world of Edo Period Japan

寐䨫儗➿��։ ��⚅秀ך遳⚛ה׀תⱄ植׃儗➿募կ遳麣ח鮯
鸬י㉀㹺ח⹃㡪ז娀㹺㾊侲ծ֮ ծִ⸇ח䗼罏㾊侲ך끅ֻؙؕٓٔ弫鯹ה
㣐鶕⸂ך䗼罏،ؙװّٝء螟뜧ז蔃뇵ך莸וזծךו㕂ח➂ך嚂׃
ֹד⡤꿀ָוז٥ォֹ濶־ծ䩛酅䫎ח➭կְג׃⪵嫣傈٦ّء
麇䪮㜥ծ儗➿邅鄲ָ֮וזٕةٖٝךծךֹההמ儗偆遤ָ嚂׃կ

A culture park with reconstructed streetscapes from the Edo Period 
(17th to 19th century in Japan). Rows of merchants’ houses, samurai 
residences and even a ninja house packed with surprises and trickery. 
The dynamic ninja action and oiran concubine dance performances 
that are held daily are bound to fascinate visitors from anywhere in the 
world. Hands-on shuriken (hidden blade) throwing, blowpipe dart 
activities and period costume rentals also available for a fun yet 
educational trip back in time. 

儎굸⠓㜥ךג׃הⵃ欽
���➂�⠓㜥����➂ה���➂滠䌎굸✲ךثٝٓכ㼎䘔�����։�����։�※要問合Ⰵ㜥俱ꆃ㔚⡤�➂����ⰼ⟰噟ך٦شغ䲓鯹וז〳腉���➂⟃♳ך㔚⡤㼎韋�˟銲㉏さ

Information for use as a lunch venue

www.edo-trip.jp

INFORMATION

➂խ侧
俱խꆃ
➭ך

580 (300 + 280 seated in two separate venues) 
Meals served at lunchtime only (11:30–; 13:00–) 
Admission fee : ¥2,600 per person with group discount
Display of company banners and the like, possible (for 
groups of 100 or more)

CAPACITY

FEES

OTHER

〳♶כ顡ⴖךד٦؍ذ٦ػ˟

*Not available for exclusive use receptions

     For details (regarding dates, usage, fees and the like), 
     please contact the Sapporo Convention Bureau
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www.teammusic.com/sapporo-team-building

ؙٕٓىך٦ؙٙي٦ث
The miracle of teamwork

A team building program that’s popular in Singapore makes its 
debut in Sapporo. In this multi-prizewinning program, even people 
with no musical experience can perform like a rock band under the 
guidance of a professional facilitator. All the participants create a 
song while experiencing the importance of role sharing, teamwork 
and commitment. Enjoy the pleasure of overcoming enormous 
challenges as part of a team!

ⴱ♳ꤵկח劦䌽ָيؚٓٗفؚٝ؍رٕؽي٦ثך孡➂ד٦ٕهؖٝء
㢳侧ך「颣娖䭯א劤כדيؚٓٗفծ갈嚂穗꿀ד➂ְזךծךٗف
ծٗהך䭷㼪ך٦ة٦ذٔء؋ؿ կֹד怴㤈ָךָזׁسٝغؙح
⸇罏Ⰻ㆞ָ䕵ⶴⴓ䬐ծ٦ؙٙي٦ثծךزًٝزحىꅾ銲䚍⡤꿀
׃嚂麦䧭ׅآٍٖٝثז㣐ֹדي٦ثկ־♳⡲ծ�刼ָז׃
״׃弫㋪ׁ ֲ

INFORMATION

��։���➂玎䏝խ˟���➂⟃♳湱锑〳腉խ秈�儗鸐䎃��せ⟃♳�秈�����ⰼ�せծ��せ⟃♳�秈�����ⰼ�せծ��։���せ�秈����ⰼ�せ���せ⟃♳銲湱锑˟儗劍װ㹋倵㜥䨽ג״ח殯ז銲湱锑ؔآةأծךٕذم⠓㜥瘝ծ㣐ֹז갈ג׃⳿䊴׃佄ִأ٦لأְזⵃ欽˟ךٕذم⠓㜥ⵃ欽ׅ㜥さכծ䩛ꂁ٥⠓㜥顤ⴽ鷿�刼ַزأٔך�刼鼅䫛ג׃㹋倵薉铂ծ傈劤铂ծ⚥㕂铂ծ䎢匌铂ך刼֮

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜

㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

15–200 people   *Programs for over 200 people negotiable
Approx. 3 hours
Throughout the year
Approx. ¥14,000 per person for 15 or more participants; approx. ¥11,000 per person for 30 or more participants; approx. ¥8,500 per 
person for between 50 and 100 participants; price negotiable for 100 or more participants. 
*Please inquire as prices may vary according to the season or venue. 
Studios, hotel venues and other spaces where loud music is acceptable.
*In cases where a hotel venue is used, separate arrangements and venue fees will apply. 
Participants select two songs tunes from a list of five (English, Mandarin, Cantonese Chinese and Japanese songs available) 

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

կ鵤䮶כ㹋倵ծ剑䖓חず圫涪邌��ⴓ˟�刼湡ך䭷㼪٥箺统��ⴓ̔�刼湡ךⴓֽ̔�刼湡ز٦ػ��ⴓ̔أٝت؎ؖ

30 min. guidance & warm-up → allocation of roles → 45 min. guidance/practice of 1st song → 20 min. performance of 1st song
*Approx. the same amount of time is spent on the 2nd song, before a final review at the end. 

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

JO劦䌽ؙحآ٦ُىي٦ث
Team Music in Sapporo

NEW
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⚅歲♲㣐ꨒ牸ג׃ה剣せזչׁשꨒאתպկꨒ⫷כչ錁պ״չ鸡պָ 嚂ה
׃ ְⴱגꨒ鍗ד➂ծꨒח䢪鋵ד➂׃ծꨒבز٦،ך ؚٓٗف⡤꿀ֻ
הꨒג׃ח䩛ծ㼔麣Ⱗהך䭷㼪ך٦ةؙٓزأٝ؎䮋䨌կְ׃嚂ְ׃Ⰻֻ倜כي
呓ꡙز٦،׃⡲ㅷ⡲ֲ״־♳կ

The Sapporo Snow Festival is known as one of the world’s top three snow 
festivals. Making snow sculptures is even more enjoyable than looking at them! 
Whether you’re a novice who’s never come into contact with snow before or 
someone who is familiar with it, this hands-on snow-art program will provide a 
new fun challenge. Use specialist tools to battle with the snow and create a work 
of art under the guidance of an instructor. 

INFORMATION

剑㣐��➂玎䏝խ˟ُؗ٦ ـ��➂������䎃ׁשꨒאת劍⚥�剢♳傐劢㹀խ˟銲㉏さׁשꨒ٦וא�את⠓㜥����䎃�剢劣חדת銲歍鴥㣓⦪٥琎ꨒ朐屣כג״ח㹋倵⚥姺ׅ〳腉䚍֮

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

Maximum of approx. 20 participants　*A cube (5 people × 4 
sides of the cube)
During the 2021 Sapporo Snow Festival (early Feb.)
Undetermined  *Please inquire.
Sapporo Snow Festival Tsudome Site
Applications should be made by the end of September 2020
Please note that activities may be cancelled if weather or 
snow conditions are not suitable.

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

ꨒ⫷آٍٖٝثֻב
Snow Sculpturing Challenge

This will be first time that snow sculpturing activities aimed at overseas tourists 
will be held at a Sapporo Snow Festival site!

Ӫ� Sapporo Snow Festival Tsudome Site 

ב⫸ꨒךד⠓㜥אתꨒשׁ 歗⟰ךגⴱכחծ嵲㢩錁⯔㹏ぢֽכֻ
Ӫ�ׁשꨒ٦וא�את⠓㜥

INFORMATION

剑㣐��➂玎䏝խ˟ꨒ⫷�⡤�剢⚥傐։�剢♴傐✮㹀��♰ⰼꨒ琎顤欽ծⵖ⡲麣ⰧٖٕٝةծⰅ㜥俱瘝鴥ׁש繘٠⚉㾜劄〴㹋倵䋞劄傈ך��傈חדת銲歍鴥㣓⦪٥琎ꨒ朐屣כג״ח㹋倵⚥姺ׅ〳腉䚍֮

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

Maximum of approx. 20 participants 
*One snow sculpture
Between mid-January and late February (as yet, 
undetermined)
¥100,000 (includes cost of accumulating the snow, 
equipment rental, admission fees, etc.)
Sapporo Hitsujigaoka Observation Hill
Applications should be made at least 10 days before 
the date the activities are due to be held. 
Please note that activities may be cancelled if weather 
or snow conditions are not suitable.

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

This program is held throughout the winter season at the Hitsujigaoka 
Observation Hill site, which overlooks the city of Sapporo.
Activity contents can be adjusted to suit the individual needs of organizers.

Ӫ� Sapporo Hitsujigaoka Observation Hill

劦䌽䋐ⰻ鋅♴ׅ繘٠⚉㾜劄〴כדծⱴٝؤ٦ءך鸐ג׃ծيؚٓٗف㹋倵ׅկ⚺⪵罏חؤ٦صךさגׇ厫鮾ז㼎䘔ָ〳腉կ
Ӫ�ׁש繘٠⚉㾜劄〴

https://association.sapporo.travel/
NEW

VENUE 1

VENUE 2
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�։�せي٦ثד⡲ծ㖑㔳晙䩛חծ閯鍑ָֹז侧ַ䨽زٝ؎هؙحؑثך
ծװ갫׃٦ٕ؞湡䭷ׅկ٦ٕ؞דⰋ㆞חծ儗ⰻ׃乆䕦ⱖ溪娄ֻկ䭷爙鸐
ⱖ溪㻢叨ךוז갪湡ד갫⡘畸ֲկ

Four or five members make up a team and try to solve puzzles relate to 
Sapporo and Hokkaido. Armed with a map of the city, participants walk 
around the numerous checkpoints, taking photos as instructed, with the aim 
of returning as a group within the specified time. The fastest team may 
arrive back first, but the real winners are not revealed until all the photos 
have been judged.

RULE INFORMATION

剑㣐���➂�※100人以上は要相談�剢։��剢䱿㤺��➂������ⰼ։劦䌽㣐鸐Ⱅ㕦ワ鴟鸐鏬䗳銲

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

100 *Please inquire with regard to larger groups
Apr. to Nov. (recommended) 
from ¥75,000 for 30 people 
Sapporo’s Odori Park and its environs 
interpreter required

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

٦ؙ����ⴓ�邌䕤䒭ٙس٦ٕ؍ؿ����ⴓ�أٝت؎ؖ
15 min. guidance + 120 min. fieldwork + award ceremony

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

劦䌽ך⚥䗰ծ㣐鸐Ⱅ㕦ワ鴟ד遤ֲ㹇䱱ي٦׃㹇䩛חⰅծ劦䌽٥⻌嵲麣ח
ꟼׅ閯鍑ָֹז遳ּկ閯鍑ֻכחծ厫鮾ז䙼罋⸂ָ䗳銲֮דծ麦
䧭䠬ךي٦ثכ穠勲⸂䓼㔿ׅחկ

A treasure-hunt game that takes place in and around Odori Park in downtown 
Sapporo. Solve puzzles about Sapporo and Hokkaido and complete missions 
while exploring the city. A certain amount of flexible thinking is required to solve 
the puzzles, with the sense of accomplishment helping to strengthen team spirit.   

㣐鸐زٝع٦ٍآٖز
Odori treasure hunt 

www.tom-sawyer.co.jp٦َايزさず⠓爡

�։�➂ي٦ثד⡲կشذٝ㘗חأ٦؛ꨒ鑥ծꨒؙحٗـך⡲կ�媮湡
ך㾊呎ג⢪ֺֿךծכ꣬⟄ծ�媮湡יꅾ琎ח湫ּ㘋湫溪ؙحٗـכדת
㢌刿ג״חي٦ثכ㣐ֹׁך٦ؚٕ؎㸣䧭կגיꅾ琎דת❁ծ㣓⡲ـ٦ؕ
〳腉կ湫䖇���.כח٦ؚٕ؎ךծ���։���⦐ָؙحٗـך䗳銲կ

Teams of 4 to 8 members pack snow into molds to create blocks, which are 
then piled up to build an igloo. The first three rows are laid straight but, from 
the 4th row the bocks are cut using a saw and laid at an angle to create the 
dome-shaped roof. The size of the igloo is up to each team (a 1.5 
m-diameter igloo requires 100–150 blocks).    

RULE INFORMATION

剑㣐���➂�※100人以上は要相談��剢♴傐։�剢��➂��♰ⰼ։ٗهح؟سٕٝٓؽ٦ٌظأ鸐鏬䗳銲

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

100 *Please inquire with regard to larger groups
late Dec. to Apr.
from ¥90,000 for 30 people
Snowmobile Land Sapporo 
interpreter required  

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

���ⴓ�㹋騧����ⴓأٝت؎ؖ
15 min. guidance + 120 min. building 

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

ꨒي٦سؙحٗـך朐ח琎٦ؚٕ؎ג־♳⡲կـ ְַؙحٗ
ծ׃⸃⼿דي٦ثկ㣐ֹֻ䊩〸ׅ㸣䧭䏝ַָץ⚛ծ⡲ח㣗♱ח
儗ⰻך㸣䧭湡䭷ׅկ؎ַֻؚٕ֮כ⚥ך٦ծ㸣䧭䖓حمד⚥כ
կֹדָהֿ׃嚂ה궪ؙٝٔسز

Teams compete by using blocks of snow to build a dome-shaped 
igloo, the quality of which will depend on how sturdily the blocks 
are made and how well they are laid. Members will need to work 
together to build the best igloo within the specif ied t ime. 
Afterwards, participants can sit inside the warm igloos and enjoy a 
hot drink.    

�ֻב٦ؚٕ؎
Igloo building 

խwww.snowmobilelandsapporo.comٗهح؟سٕٝٓؽ٦ٌظأ
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�։�➂חي٦ثךⴓַկ䕵ⶴⴓ䬐ծ儗ꂁⴓծ琎倯ך䨌殛וז⡲䨌⠓陽遤
ֲկך٦ٙة넝ׁג״ח⸇挿ׁծ儗ⰻ״ח넝ְ٦ٙة⡲䧭ךي٦ث׃
ⵃזהկ

Teams of 4 to 6 members decide roles, time distribution and strategies 
before building a tower within a limited period of time. The team that builds 
the highest tower wins.  

RULE INFORMATION

剑㣐���➂�※100人以上は要相談��剢♴傐։�剢��➂��♰ⰼ։ٗهح؟سٕٝٓؽ٦ٌظأ鸐鏬䗳銲

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

100  *Please inquire with regard to larger groups 
late Dec. to Apr.
from ¥90,000 for 30 people 
Snowmobile Land Sapporo 
interpreter required 

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

��ⴓ㹋騧��ⴓ邌䕤䒭ي؎ة��ⴓ⡲䨌أٝت؎ؖ
15 min. guidance + 10 min. strategy time + 30 min. building +award ceremony 

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

ꨒ٦ٙةד⡲ծך넝ׁ畸ֲկشذٝ㘗וזفحأװأ٦؛ծ
ꣲيذ؎،⢪ְծ儗ⰻח⸬桦٦ٙةֻ״⡲זלֽז
⡲䨌ג䘔ׄח朐䡾ךկꨒזה猼鏐ך⡲䨌ָⵃהկ䕵ⶴⴓ䬐ְז
⥜姻ָז׃鹌ծ⸃ّٝء٦؛صُى鑐ׁيؚٓٗفկ

Teams have a mission to build the highest tower of snow with 
limited apparatus in a limited amount of time. It all depends on 
how efficiently you can pile your snow and in what way. Surely the 
secret is in the strategy and the attribution of roles within the team. 
Strategies may need to be modif ied in response to snow 
conditions, resulting in a program that tests communication skills. 

־♳眠ֹ٦ٙة٦ظأ
Mission snow tower

ꨒךת⡲倯ؙٖ٦ٍث䖓ծ�➂玎䏝ي٦ثד⡲ծⵖꣲ儗ⰻٕشآٔؔח
ꨒת⡲կ礵䊪 ٥ׁ蔓遭䚍٥杝ⶼ䚍װ侧ꆀוז鐰⣣㼎韋׃הծ㻢叨遤ֲկ

After a short lecture on methods of snowman building, groups of approx. 5 
people build an original snowman within a time limit. The snowmen are then 
judged on sophistication, artistry, originality, and quantity.  

RULE INFORMATION

剑㣐���➂�※100人以上は要相談��剢♴傐։�剢♴傐�※大雪や積雪が少ない場合は中止になる場合がある��➂��♰ⰼ劦䌽䋐ⰻ�
※会場費を含まない。司会者(英語対応)が必要な場合は別途7万円٦ؗأ㜥װ꽎鮦㜥וז鸐鏬ָ䗳銲կ军》㜥䨽ָ䗳銲ז㜥さכծⴽ鷿湱锑կ

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

100 people *Please inquire with regard to larger groups
late Dec. to late Mar. 
*May be cancelled due to heavy snowfall or lack of accumulated snow. 

¥200,000 for 30 people within Sapporo area
*Not including venue fees. Extra fee ¥70,000 if an Englis- speaking facilitator is required.

ski slope, parking lot or the like
interpreter required
*Negotiations required if a warm shelter is necessary 

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

��ⴓ�⡲䨌⠓陽��ⴓ�㹋騧���ⴓ��邌䕤䒭أٝت؎ؖ
20 min. guidance + 10 min. strategy time + 40 min. building + award ceremony

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

ي٦ث畸ֲկ勻司ִ⳿ろדתծ鄲귅⡲תꨒחה׀ي٦ث
ⰻ׃⳿،؍ر؎،דさְծ䕵ⶴⴓ䬐ָז׃鹌ծ麦䧭䠬װ
♧⡤䠬䠬ׄيؚٓٗفֹדָהֿկ�

Teams compete by building and decorating their own snowmen. 
Ideas and roles must be determined within the group while work is 
being carried out, resulting in a sense of achievement and unity.     

ꨒתⵖ⡲زأذٝ
Snowman building 

吳䒭⠓爡ٝصٝٓف ٦խwww.p-hokkoh.co.jpحم٥ؚ

խwww.snowmobilelandsapporo.comٗهح؟سٕٝٓؽ٦ٌظأ
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INFORMATION

剑㣐��せ�剢♳傐ַ�剢♳傐��せխ��♰ⰼ玗鴥։��
※防寒オーバーズボン、長靴、釣り具一式、テント、釣りガイド、昼食含む劦䌽䋐鵚龞խ藿䨫䊛鸐鏬♶銲կ٦ة٦ط؍ر٦ⴽ鷿銲䩛ꂁկ

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

70
early Jan. to late March
from ¥400,000 for 50 people (tax included) *Warm pants, long 
boots, fishing equipment, tent, fishing guide, and lunch costs included

Barato River, on the outskirts of Sapporo city
Interpreter not required. Team building coordinator provided 
upon request at additional cost.

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

鑐굸邌䕤䒭儎굸ף㣓ؘ؟儗�儗��ⴓٙؕ��ⴓꆤأٝت؎ؖ

10 min guidance + 90 min. fishing time + Smelt tempura tasting + award 
ceremony + lunch

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

⻌嵲麣ךⱴך괏暟鑖չ宔♳ؘٙؕ؟ꆤպկ♧חⲵ䊛ח♳ך䓸
军ַֻծכ⚥ךزٝذկׅת畸ְꆤ卓חⴽي٦ثծד⚥ךزٝذ㼔欽
㺮ٝنؤծꞿꬱׅת׃ٕةٖٝկⴱ䗰罏ך倯ךٗفꆤָس؎ؖ
䭷㼪ׅת׃կꆤכؘ؟ؕٙ宔ד♳ך㣓ג׃חף鑐굸ׅת׃կ
纇ד㔐麇ؘׅ؟ؕٙꆤכחծ宔ךוך♴ך帾ְַׁח䱱ׅ
זח⚵♧ي٦ثծ׃䱱⡘縧ך纇ג׃ⴓ䬐דي٦ثկزٝ؎هָך
կׅד؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،ד䊴ָחծꆤ卓דַ勻⳿ث٦ٗف،ח纇ג
〳腉կي٦畸ֲس٦ؾأֽ瑎ח宔ד㢩زٝذծת

Smelt ice fishing is one of the seasonal charms of Hokkaido 
winters. Inside tents placed on top of the frozen river, teams 
compete to catch the most smelt fish! Warm clothing and boots 
are provided, the tents are kept warm, and even beginners can 
learn to fish thanks to the help of professional fishing guides. 
Freshly caught smelt are also made into tempura to eat right there 
on the ice.
The key to catching smelt is to find the perfect depth under the ice 
where the schools of smelt swim. Teams will have work together to 
decide where to drill into the ice, and how deep to fish. In addition, 
teams can also race to see who can drill through the ice fastest in 
a game of speed and strength.

宔♳ؘٙؕ؟ꆤ
Smelt Ice Fishing 

INFORMATION

剑㣐��➂�剢⚥傐։�剢♳傐㣐➂欽ַٕةֹٖٝׄ���ⰼ�※要問合劦䌽蔓遭ך啾խꅿ㢩繟遭긫٦ة٦ط؍ر٦ծ鸐鏬䗳銲

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

50
Mid Jan. to early Mar.
snowshoe rental for adult ¥500 *advance reservation required
Sapporo Art Park Sculpture Garden 
coordinator/interpreter required

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKSؖ؎أٝت��ⴓ٦ؙٙس٦ٕ؍ؿ��ⴓ邌䕤䒭
15 min. guidance + 60 min. fieldwork + award ceremony

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

չ劦䌽蔓遭ך啾պךꅿ㢩繟遭긫כחծ䕝ⵟ㹺ך⡲ㅷָ䎢㣐ז侲㖑ⰻח挿
㖈ְג׃կ傈劤⠗窟ךչַֹׄպ㾶ְגծꨒ⚥ך娄ֻկ׀ي٦ث
ծؚٔٝثحؓؐس٦غװ䕝ⵟꙢ颣ך⚥ך⾱ꨒחה ٥ؗأ 駈騊ךוזطخ
䱱׃嚂׃ծ乆䕦׃ⱖ溪زأذٝزؓؿד㹋倵〳腉կ

Works of art  by various sculptors are dotted around the 
expansive grounds of the Sapporo Art Park’s Sculpture Garden. 
Form teams and walk around the snow filled Garden in traditional 
Japanese kanjiki snowshoes, appreciating the sculptures, 
watching wild birds and looking for the footprints of squirrals or 
foxes. Conclude the journey with a competition for the best shot 
taken with the Art Park.

زأذٝ乆䕦ד٦ַֹؙؓؐׄ
Photography tour on snowshoes 

劦䌽蔓遭ך啾խhttp://artpark.or.jp

㹇䃊偆吳䒭⠓爡⻌嵲麣㹇䃊偆遤爡խhttp://h-takarajima.com/detail/index/2930
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INFORMATION

剑㣐���➂�※プログラム調整により、100人以上にも対応可能。��剢♴傐։�剢��➂���♰ⰼ։ٗهح؟سٕٝٓؽ٦ٌظأ鸐鏬䗳銲

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

approx. 100 *Programs can be altered to suit larger groups
late Dec. to Mar
from ¥300,000 for 30 people 
Snowmobile Land Sapporo
interpreter required

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS
⻌嵲麣ךⱴ弫㋪ٝ؍رٕؽي٦ثֹד կيؚٓٗفؚ
�։�➂אي٦ثד ծװؚحٓؿ٦ظأծֻ
䮋䨌ח⡲ي٦ؙٔأ؎،זـ؍ذؙ،
剑䖓כծⰋ㆞׃٦ُؗك٦غדծךي٦ث穠勲⸂넝ֲ״կ

A team-building program in which Hokkaido’s winter can be 
enjoyed.Teams of 5 or 6 take part in “snow flags” games and 
active ice cream making, before everyone joins in a barbeque. 
Great for improving team bonding!    

ꨒ⚥麊⠓
Sports day in the snow 

׃زحؚحٓؿկֲ鴥ן굲חծꨒג׃湡䭷ؚحٓؿך♳ծꨒדさ㔳ךز٦ةأ
կֹדָהֿⰅח䩛鷄⸇굸勞ך٦ُؗك٦غծָֽך

On the starting signal, teams race to the flags and dive into the snow to claim 
one. Only those who claim a flag can get extra helpings at the barbeque.  

PROGRAM 1

Ӫ� SNOW  FLAGS ؚحٓؿ٦ظأ

♳勻⳿ָي٦ؙٔأ؎،ה鯄ָׅٗٗծגⰅח٦ٕن勞俱ךي٦ؙٔأ؎،
ח䩛傍ֻ笺뜧ָي٦ثךוկֹדָהֿע鼅ؚٝؾحزַي٦ثֹדկ傍ָֻ
䮋䨌կַֹדָהֿ־♳➬

Place the ice cream ingredients into a ball and roll it around to make ice cream. 
The fastest team can choose the topping. See which team can make the best 
ice cream in the fastest time.   

PROGRAM 2

Ӫ� ICE  CREAM  MAKING ⡲ي٦ؙٔأ؎،

Ⱏךד㔲٦կ抟ُؗك٦غךⱴ暴ⴽ䠬彡⢪굸勞Ⰵח䩛חה׀ي٦ث
ず⡲噟כծךي٦ث穠勲⸂넝կ

A special winter barbeque made with each team’s ingredients. Work as a group 
around the fire to improve team bonding.   

PROGRAM 3

Ӫ BARBEQUE ٦ُؗك٦غ

խwww.snowmobilelandsapporo.comٗهح؟سٕٝٓؽ٦ٌظأ
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INFORMATION

��։���➂�_�儗鸐䎃⠓㜥䩛ꂁךꟼ⤘♳ծ䎂傈ך⪵遤ֶׅׅٝٓفխ�����ⰼ�➂玗䫙ٝٓفխ�����ⰼ�➂玗䫙ٝٓفխ����ⰼ�➂玗䫙˟⠓㜥顤ծ欽Ⱗٖٕٝة➿ծ闌䌌俱⿹؍ذٕكظןろ劦䌽䋐⚥䗰鿇כת鵚龞鮦ד秈�儗㕢ⰻך⠓㜥⠓㜥ծ欽Ⱗծ闌䌌ך䩛ꂁכ佄䩪䖓זהկΎ欽Ⱗ彊⪒ךꟼ⤘♳ծ⸇罏ך䚍ⴽה魦ꞿ⼒ⴓ��傈חדת銲䲿⣘կΏ⾱ג׃ה傈劤铂⿹ן薉铂㼎䘔ָזהծ➭鎉铂ָ䗳銲ז㜥さכծ鸐鏬ⴽ鷿䩛ꂁկΐٍؗٝ٦ءٔهٕإ�_�傈כ���ծ�傈։כ����˟➂侧װ儗劍ג״ח黝欽侧㢌刿ָׅ֮הֿկ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜

㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

10–200 participants
2–3 hours
throughout the year
Plan A   ¥15,000 (plus tax) per person
Plan B   ¥12,000 (plus tax) per person
Plan C   ¥8,000 (plus tax) per person
*Includes venue fees, equipment rental, instructor fees and 
novelties 
venues in central Sapporo or surrounding area (within a 
one-hour drive) 
(1) The venue, equipment and instructors will be arranged 
after payment.
(2) In order to prepare equipment, the gender and height of 
participants is required at least 10 days in advance.
(3) Instruction can be provided in Japanese or English; 
interpreters are required for other languages.
(4) Cancelation policy: 3 to 6 days in advance, 50%;
2 days in advance or later, 100%
*Policy may differ according to the No. of participants or 
season.

CAPACITY
TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD
APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

basic fee of ¥100,000 + ¥10,000 for each practitioner.APPROX. FEE

㛇劤俱ꆃ��♰ⰼ�麣㹺�せחה׀�♰ⰼ俱ꆃ湡㸜

麣⡤꿀
Kendo Experience

NEW
/խwww.samuraitrip07.comأ،٦ؓؿ٦ؙػ

Equipment Spec / 鄲⪒ؙحلأ
COLUMN

ATTRACTION

����䎃չ傈劤خ٦هأ俑⻉يؤ٦ٔخ颣պ「颣يؚٓٗف
Winner of the ‘Japan Sports Culture Tourism Award 2019’!

A popular team building program in which participants can get a taste of real 
samurai experiences through the traditional Japanese martial art of kendo. Enjoy 
meticulous guidance from experienced instructors before enjoying a mini 
competition. As a team, attempt to improve your spiritual, technical and physical 
attributes by means of samurai training. 

傈劤ך⠗窟涸娀麣֮ד麣鸐ג׃ծٔ ؽي٦ثך孡➂ֲ⡤꿀؎ٓي؟זٕ،
ٝ؍رٕ ծ剑䖓ֹ䭷㼪ְח㻝♨דת倯爝岀ծ䩧ח闌䌌זկ穗꿀鞢㺡يؚٓٗفؚ
דي٦ثծ僽ꬊח遤⥜؎ٓي؟熊ֻկ�䗰ծ䪮ծ⡤׃嚂ي٦صىךծ鑐さ䕎䒭כח
ٍٖٝث ״׃آ ֲ

滠剏ִ��ⴓ�爝岀�ⴓ�䩧瑱箺统��ⴓ�鑐さ䕎䒭ي٦صى��ⴓ�俑⻉ؖ؎س��ⴓّٝء٦ٖزأٌٝر��ⴓ

Kitting up (20 min.) + manners (5 min.) + stroke practice (40 min.) + mini 
competition (30 min.) + cultural guide (15 min.) & demonstration (20 min.)

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

Authentic kendo performances also available for gala dinners or 
receptions. Marvel at the thrill of the nimble attack and defense of 
experienced kendo practitioners!

劤呓涸ז麣װ٦ش؍رٓؖأٝو٦ؓؿػ㹴⠓ח䲿⣘〳腉կ麣㹺״ח稆傍ְ余כ㖇䋆ך鶕⸂

Full equipment (kendo uniform, 
bamboo sword & armor)
麣邅٥鄐٥畾ⴉ٥Ⱗٕؿ鄲⪒Plan.A

Kendo uniform (doi + hakama)
& bamboo sword (no armor)
麣邅٥鄐٥畾ⴉⰧ׃זPlan.B

Bamboo sword only
畾ⴉךPlan. C
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瑞䩛ך娖〷װ礵牞גְאח铡僇ֽ」䖓ծⰋ㆞ד㛇劤珫〢遤ֲկך䖓ծחي٦ث
ⴓַ箺统遤ְծⰋ㆞ךדぐָي٦ث怴莸䫪ꪪկ剑䖓חծ㻢叨遤ְ눁⸂涸ז怴
莸遤ي٦ث寸կ

After listening to an explanation of the history and spirit of karate, all 
participants undergo basic training drills. Subsequently, participants are split 
into teams and practice continues before each team performs its moves in 
front of everyone. Finally, judging takes place to determine the team with the 
most impressive performance.  

RULE INFORMATION

��։��➂˟��➂⟃♳כ銲湱锑秈�儗鸐䎃��_��➂����ⰼ�➂ծ��։��➂����ⰼ�➂ծ��։��➂����ⰼ�➂ծ��։��➂�����ⰼ�➂˟חא⥂أٝةأ؍رٍٕء٦ا俱ꆃ㢌刿ך〳腉䚍֮ծ銲然钠劦䌽䋐ⰻְֹׅװ剪鄲׀ד⸇ְֻׁկ薉铂㼎䘔〳腉կ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜

㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

20–80 participants *Please inquire in cases of over 80.
approx. 2 hours
throughout the year
¥6,000 per person for 20-30 participants
¥5,500 per person for 31-40 participants
¥5,000 per person for 41-50 participants
¥4,500 per person for 51-80 participants
*Fees may differ according to social distancing measures; 
please inquire.
Sapporo area
loose, comfortable clothing required; instruction in English 
available

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS


��ⴓ	٦ٍثؙٖ⦐➂箺统	��ⴓ
ךדي٦ث箺统	��ⴓ
怴莸䫪ꪪ	��ⴓ
㻢叨	��ⴓ
�

Lecture (20 min.) + individual practice (30 min.) + team practice (40 min.) + 
performance (20 min.) + judging (10 min.)

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

ٕؒٙ٦ؙխwww.lwork.co.jp

瑞䩛⡤䠬ׅהֿ鸐ׄגծ嚂ָז׃䗰ה⡤ꑺִծ㔚穠⸂넝ٕؽي٦ث
ծג鸐ׄ箺统ך㔚⡤怴莸ה㘗ךד➂⦍ծչ爝⭑պ⠗窟ַה〷娖ךկ瑞䩛ؚٝ؍ر
չ荈䊹ꑺꐤպהչ⼿锃䚍պ魦ֹדָהֽֿאחկ⚅歲莸〴ח崞鬨ׅ䭷㼪罏ַ
կيؚٓٗفז눁⸂涸ֹדָהֽֿ」湫䱸䭷㼪

An enjoyable team building activity that strengthens participants, both 
physically and mentally, by means of experiencing karate. After learning about 
the manners and the history and traditions of karate, nurture self-discipline and 
cooperation through individual kata (moves) and practicing team performances. 
An appealing program with direct guidance from instructors with experience 
around the globe. 

瑞䩛ך⚅歲⡤䠬
Experience the world of Karate

NEW
NOWON COMPANY www.now-on.co.jp/

⡲ㅷך欰ֽ蔃ג׃⢪欽ծずׄ蔃勞׃鏣㹀و٦ذךծⰟ鸐ⴓַחה׀ف٦ؚٕ
遤ֲկծ邌䕤ג׃闌䌌ָ㻢叨הկ㸣䧭䖓ծ⚺⪵罏㸣䧭ׇׁח儗ⰻ

After splitting into groups, a common theme is established and participants 
create an arrangement using the same type of flowers in a set amount of time. 
After completion, the flower arrangements are judged by organizers and 
instructors, and an award ceremony is held.

RULE INFORMATION

20–200  *Please inquire for more than 200
approx. 2 hours
throughout the year
¥15,000 (plus tax) per person 
¥10,000 (plus tax) in the case of 50 or more participants
*Creations can be taken home.
Sapporo hotels, Convention Center, Art Park Hall, and the 
like, depending on the number of participants.
*Venue fees are billed separately
interpreter required

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS


��։��ⴓ	٦ٍثؙٖן⿹ّٝء٦ٖزأٌٝر㹋倵	��ⴓ
邌䕤䒭	��ⴓ
�

Demonstration & lecture (20–30 min.) + flower arrangement (60 min.) + 
award ceremony (15 min.)

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

傈劤暴剣ך⠗窟俑⻉չ欰ֽ蔃պ⡤꿀ׅ눁⸂涸ؚٝ؍رٕؽي٦ثזկ⸇罏Ⰻ㆞ך
䠬䚍䒷ֹ⳿׃ծדي٦ث䗰חא♧ⶼ־♳嚂ׁ׃鸐ׄגծ穠勲⸂넝կ㔊㷌
䫓ղך蔃勞װ蔃㐻כוז⻌嵲麣ך稆勞⢪欽ׅדהֿծ⻌嵲麣ׁ׃䠬ׄկ

An appealing team building activity that utilizes ikebana (flower arrangement), a 
traditional culture particular to Japan. Increase team bonding and nurture the 
imagination and sense of all participants while enjoying creating as a team. Get a 
feel of Hokkaido through the use of local materials such as seasonal vegetation, 
vases and the like.

⻌嵲麣欰ֽ蔃
Hokkaido flower arrangement

NEW

��։���せ�˟���せ⟃♳כ銲湱锑秈�儗鸐䎃�➂�����ⰼ	玗ⴽ
ծ��せ⟃♳ך㜥さכ➂�����ⰼ	玗ⴽ
˟⡲ㅷֶכ䭯䌓〳腉կ⸇➂侧״ח劦䌽䋐ⰻٕذمծ٦ةٝإّٝءٝكٝծ蔓遭ך啾،٦ٕمز٦瘝խ˟⠓㜥顤כⴽ鷿鸐鏬䗳銲

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋
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⸇罏醱侧חف٦ؚٕךⴓֽծؚ կؚ箺统ׅחה׀ف٦ٕ 驆䫪ꪪׅחה׀ف٦ٕ
٦ָծ㡮ծ疭겣ծؗةؙٓزأٝ؎װ爡ꞿךծ⚺⪵⟰噟 կ穠卓涪㻢叨ׅדוז葺ׁךٖ
邌ה邌䕤䒭ך䖓ծָف٦ؚٕفحزג׃ה٦ٖش؍ؿ司⯔דآ٦ذأך怴莸䫪ꪪׅկ

Participants are divided into several groups, with which they practice their 
dances. Each group is then given the chance to perform its dance, which is 
judged by instructors with regard to several factors, including vocal input, 
smiling faces and sharpness of moves. After the results have been announced 
and the awards presented, the top group performs on stage in a grand finale. 

RULE INFORMATION

剑㣐���➂�※100人以上は要相談�剢։�剢♳傐ꤐֻ鸐䎃��➂���♰ⰼ玗ⴽ։
※会場費は含まない。鳴子プレゼント。㣐ֹז갈ג׃⳿䊴׃佄ִأ٦لأְזך欽䠐鸐鏬䗳銲կ㼎䘔〳腉ז儗ծ傈玎כגְאח銲湱锑կ

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

100 *Please inquire with regard to larger groups 
throughout the year, except May to early June  
from ¥400,000 (plus tax) for 60 people 
*Not including the venue fee. Naruko clappers included.

a space in which loud music is not a problem
interpreter required. Please inquire with regard to dates and times.

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

٦ٖش؍ؿכת涪邌��邌䕤䒭ךה׀ف��ⴓ��箺统���։��ⴓ��ؚٕ٦أٝت؎ؖ
15 min. guidance + 60–90 min. practice + group performances + award ceremony or finale

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

⻌嵲麣攦ֻ渿־♳驆չ:04",0*٦ٓٝاպկⴱג鋅ד➂ծ孡鯪ח驆הֿ
畸㸣䧭䏝חה׀ي٦ثկְזזלֽז׃ծ箺统כח驆דي٦ثծָֹדָ
ח⻉俑ך嵲麣⻌ג⢪ծ魦⡤חהה넝⸃穠勲ך٦ず㡦غָًٝזְ
鍗يؚٓٗفֹדָהֿկ

YOSAKOI Soran, the dance that whips Hokkaido into a frenzy. But even first-timers 
can join in, as teams compete in a dance-off that improves the members’ bonding 
skills. A fun-for-all, physical way of experiencing Hokkaido’s culture.

٦ٓٝا*0,"04:
YOSAKOI Soran

铩דח知⽃ח갈ָ⳿ׇ嚂㐻չㄤ㣕렼պկדي٦ث刼㸣䧭ׇׁכחծ䩧ٝى؎ةא
ת欰כ٦ص٦ٌع葺ְלֽזָ⸃穠勲ךي٦ثծוזأٝٓغ갈ꆀ״ח䓼䓲װؚ
דָהֿⱄ钠陎ׅ㣐ⴖׁך٦ؙٙي٦ثծָז畸ְ㸣䧭䏝חה׀ي٦ثկְז
կيؚٓٗفֹ

Anyone can make a sound with a taiko drum, but making a tune requires timing 
and teamwork. A program in which teams compete against each other with drum 
beats, while improving their bonding skills and rediscovering the importance of 
teamwork.    

ㄤ㣕렼٦ص٦ٌع
Taiko drum harmony

ٕؒٙ٦ؙխwww.lwork.co.jp

ٕؒٙ٦ؙխwww.lwork.co.jp

RULE INFORMATION

��せ։��せ鸐䎃��➂דת���♰ⰼ劦䌽䋐ⰻ
؎ٝ٦ةؙٓزأせ�،زٝةأء�せ�ծ㣕렼��〴ثغ���劤ٖٝة
ٕծ麊䵤٥鏣㌀临ろ�˟⠓㜥顤כⴽ鷿蔓遭ך啾�،٦ٕمز٦ծꅿ㢩آ٦ذأծٕذم㹴⠓㜥瘝鸐鏬䗳銲劦䌽⟃㢩כ獳儗״חⴽ鷿顤欽ַַָծ銲湱锑

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜

㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

30-60 
throughout the year
¥550,000 for up to 60 people within Sapporo area
(in case of 2 instructors & 2 assistants and use of 15 drums 
& 30 drumsticks, includes drum transportation fees )  
*Venue fee required
Sapporo Art Park Art Hall, outdoor stage or hotel banquet hall 
interpreter required
*Additional cost may occur if held outside Sapporo, please 
inquire. 

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

�怴㤈䫪ꪪي٦ث٥邌䕤䒭���⮚زأذٝ�涪邌��ח嫣فⰋ㆞��箺统��։��ⴓ��ؚٕ٦כ⿵ⴽف٦ؚٕ״ח٦ُٕآ؛أ��ⴓ�➂侧ծأٝت؎ؖ

30 min. guidance by team or for all + 60–90 min. practice + performance by team + 
judgement & award ceremony + performance by  winning team

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

ؚٕف٦����せחה׀ずׄو٦ذ刼箺统ծ怴㤈涪邌⠓遤ְծ⚺⪵⟰噟䎌鿇װ؎
䱇♷կ颣ㅷװ遤ְծ邌䕤朐٦瘝ָ㻢叨ծ邌䕤䒭ةؙٓزأٝ

Participants are divided into teams of 15 or so and practice with the same 
theme. The teams then take turns to perform their pieces, which are judged 
by company executives or instructors. After the results are announced, an 
awards ceremony will be conducted to present awards to the teams.

Ӫ�TEAM BUILDING CONTEST ٝ؍رٕؽي٦ث زأذٝ�ؚ
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鴥ן굲ח⚥ך㣐荈搫ךծ⻌嵲麣繘骡㿊䘌וז䕵耵װ٦ٕٕךأ؍ؿؔ ֲإص
ٗفؚٝ؍رٕؽي٦ثזؚٝ؍ذ؎؟ؗؒזծ圫ղכד٦ةٝإ٦٥ٍثٝكس،٥
⸃穠勲ךي٦ثծָז׃弫㋪儗ךկꬊ傈䌢ֹד⡤꿀؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،װيؚٓ
״넝 ֲ

Forget about office rules and your job titles, and jump into the great outdoors of 
Mt. Yotei in Hokkaido. Come and experience a wide variety of exciting team 
building programs and outdoor activities at Niseko Adventure Center. Enjoy an 
extraordinary time while strengthen team cohesion.

INFORMATION

剑㣐ٓז殯ג״חيؚٓٗف ٝ؍ذؿ ؚ���➂
※要問合
通年（季節に応じたプログラムあり）
プログラムによって異なる
※特別キャンペーン価格などは要問合
ニセコ アドベンチャー センター
日本語・英語対応、他言語の場合は通訳必要

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

differs according to each program, please inquire
 (maximum of 280 for rafting).
throughout the year (seasonal programs available)
differs according to each program, please contact NAC for 
discounts, promos and inquiries.
Niseko Adventure Center
Japanese & English-speaking staff available; interpreters 
required for other languages.

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

٦ٍثٝكس، JOإص
Adventure in Niseko

NEW

COLUMN

䟝⫷ֻג׃ կְֶׁ �ꨇ鏣縧ׁחծ埠♳넝ׁ�_��כח٦ؙػ٦ٍثٝكس،ך"(�״
僒䏝����⟃♳ך铬겗ח䮋䨌׃ծⰋךוכחׅ،ؙٔג 锃ֲַ儗ַַָךְֻ
կ鸐䎃㌀ֲ״ג׃䱱稊殯瑞ך♳埠גזח⡤♧ה荈搫ה兝葿ְ׃ծ繟א♧כ倯岀ץ
噟ծ�傈剑㣐���せדת　㺁〳腉կ

Imagine an adventure park approximately 2 acres in size, where over 130 different 
challenges of six levels of difficulty are established amid trees that stand between 5 and 
13 meters tall. How long do you think it will take to complete the course? There’s only one 
way to find out! Become one with the beautiful scenery and nature, and discover another 
world amid the treetops. Open throughout the year. Max. of 120 participants per day.

Explore new heights in the Adventure Park!

״׃䱱実殯瑞ך♳埠ד٦ؙػ٦ٍثٝكس، ֲ

NISEKO ADVENTURE CENTER
FB & INSTAGRAM: @NAC_CENTRE

www.nacadventures.jp/en/

PROGRAM 1

ؙ؎ٓزأ⢪馉ִծꨒ椔ꥺ㹱暟ךוז⚉ז㼭ׁװծ帾ְꨒג⛦ח٦ؗأ٦ٔزٝؕأؙٗז䊬㣐דⰋ㆞ي٦ث ، 湡䭷ⵃגׇさ⸃דזծָז׃䮋䨌חؐز ֲ・ؐ ٝ؍ ٗأ،؎غ٦ة ٝ
أ٦ٖ٦ٖأـن・

The whole team rides on giant cross-country skis, competing with other teams over an 
obstacle course that includes deep, powder snow and small hills. At certain points along 
the course, teams are required to throw snowballs and strike out targets before they can 
move on. Team coordination is the key to victory.

・Winter Biathlon：

The team members riding the bobsleigh have to advance while resisting snowballs 
thrown from the sidelines, in a thrilling and competitive activity.

・Bobsleigh Racing：

A fun river-rafting race. Each team needs to complete several tasks and challenges while 
shooting the rapids. Each raft has its own guide to ensure safety and fun. A riverside BBQ or 
picnic is a great way to finish.

・Rafting Race：

Ӫ�Team competitions (half day)

Ӫي٦ث�㼎䫑䨽銲儗⼱傈

Ӫ�♧筰ח⡲״־♳ ֲ䨽銲儗⼱傈⟃ⰻ
・ぐכي٦ث⡲䨌⠓陽ֹծ䕵ⶴⴓ䬐וז寸ծ剑넝ך⡲ㅷב תַכկⱴ䮋䨌ׅחֻ ב⫸ꨒװֻ ב堀כծ㢙ֻ 孡կ➂ָוזٕؤػ٦بؚآװֻ

PROGRAM 2

・Have a team discussion, define work roles, and try to create the best piece of work together. Popular activities include snow cave and snow statue building in 
winter, or bridge building and jigsaw puzzles in summer.

Ӫ�Let’s build together (up to half day)

弫挿կٕٔأկ鹌חָז׃䫺䫑ח䷼ꨒ椔余ךַワכ٦غًٝ⛦ח٦ٖأـن
・ٓ ٝ؍ذؿ 湡䭷ׅկؖ殢♧׃،ؙّٔٝءحىזծ圫ղָז♴䊛כي٦ثぐأ٦ؚٖ կֹؔדָהֿ׃嚂ג׃ծ㸜䗰דךׅز٦ه؟ָس؎ א儗ך剑넝דؙحصؙؾװ٦ُؗك٦غךדծ廩歾כծ剑䖓ג׃הّٝءف 〳腉הֻֿ
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PROGRAM MENU

剑㣐��➂鸐䎃��➂���♰ⰼ։Ⱂ㿊卓埠㕦���XXX�IBLLFO[BO�KQ薉铂㼎䘔〳腉

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

approx. 30
throughout the year 
from ¥120,000 for 30 people 
Hakkenzan Kajuen　www.hakkenzan.jp
can be implemented in English

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

荈搫ח㔲תⰒ㿊卓埠㕦דծؒ ٕؽي٦ثךָז׃⡤꿀ז
ٝ؍ر ؚկٔ 㔚ךي٦ثծג׃鸐يؚٓٗفծ⚥ךꨜ㔲孡׃أؙحٓ
穠⸂넝ֲ״կ

A team-building program involving ecological activities aimed at 
improving communication skills and fostering connections amid the 
relaxed natural surroundings of Hakkenzan Orchard.

ؚٝ؍رٕؽي٦ث$0&
Eco team building

�։�➂חف٦ؚٕךⴓַծⰒ㿊卓埠㕦ؙزٝ؎هؤ؎ؙלח⚥ך
ָخٝذٝ⤘ח鴋噟ז䭯竲〳腉װ٦ؘٕطծⱄ欰ؒכחկ㕦ⰻְֻג׃،ٔ
ֻׁ ծָؒז׃䱱嗚կ侲㖑ⰻ֮ ֶ֮סה暟橆㞮䪮遭٥鴋噟٥ז ֲ

Teams of 5 to 6 people are required to clear a number of quiz points 
scattered around Hakkenzan Orchard, which boasts renewable energy, 
sustainable agriculture and the like.　Explore the orchard and come into 
contact with environmentally friendly technology, agriculture, and wildlife.

Ӫ�ECO NATURE RALLY ٦ٓٔ٦ٍث؎طؒ

㣕ꤿדֽ⯔ך끅ֻ٦ٙػךוק涪䳸ׅדٝـ٦ٓ٦ؔ٦اծؙ 搶٦ؗح
ֲֿկِ ַي٦ثךוכך⡲٦ؗحؙז٦ؙص
※季節・天候によっては、ジャムやドライフルーツ作りや、アウトドアアクティビティな
どに変更可能。

Bake cookies in a surprisingly powerful oven that utilizes just sunlight! 
Which team will bake the most creative cookies? 
*Contents may be altered to other activities, such as jam or dried fruits 
making or outdoor survival experiences, according to the season or 
weather conditions. 

Ӫ� SOLAR COOKING ؚٝؗح٦ٓ٦ؙا

ָזさְ׃⢪ְծ鑧荈搫稆勞וז協ךկ加ⵖ⡲ׅؑآـؔחה׀ف٦ؚٕ
ⶼְֻג־♳կ⳿勻♳ָחה׀ف٦ؚٕؑآـؔ涪邌ׅկ蔓遭䚍ծ杝ⶼ䚍
遤ֲկ㻢叨ד

Teams work together to create an objet d’art from natural materials such as 
branches, twigs and the like. Each group then presents its piece, which is 
judged on its artistry and originality. 

Ӫ�ECO OBJECT D’ART ؑآـؔؒ

Ⱂ㿊ؚؒٝٔة٦؛խwww.hakkenzan.jp/ecocatering

INFORMATION
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�։�➂ف٦ؚٕך⡲կぐؚٕכف٦⡲䨌⠓陽ֹծٝ؎ؠرן⿹و٦ذ寸
抧ׅկ㸣䧭䖓ծぐؚٕ٦ծ抟־♳⡲⡲ㅷחծⵖꣲ儗ⰻג׃կ䕵ⶴⴓ䬐
شծ׃罋䣁וז٦ؙٙي٦ثך⚥ծⵖ⡲鷿ׁ׃遤ְծ繟ّٝء٦ذٝئٖفכف
կ寸㹀ׅ٦ٙٝغٝ

Groups comprising 4 to 8 people are formed, and each group holds a tactical 
meeting to determine a theme and a design. Roles are determined and the 
candles are arranged within the time limit, before being lit. After completion, 
each group holds a presentation, and groups are judged on the beauty of their 
finished article and the teamwork involved in the process. 

RULE

INFORMATION

㣐➂侧ח㼎䘔〳腉鸐䎃�ؚٕف٦嫣խ覆➰ٍؗٝ٦تٕمٕسٍؗٝزحإ����ٕسٍٝؗ%&-כתٕس	ٖ 
ٕةٝխ�����ⰼ	玗鴥

※イベントアドバイザーが必要な場合は別途5千円(札幌市内)、通訳必要㹋倵㜥䨽גְאח鑫稢然钠ך䖓ծ秛ㅷ㜥䨽鸬窃ٍؗٝךز٦،ٕس⡲䧭䩛갫剅גח٦ًٕ✲鷏⥋�	傈劤铂٥薉铂٥⚥㕂铂

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜

㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

Large groups can also be catered for
throughout the year
Set of 120 candles with lidded candle holders – or LED candles 
– per group (rented) ¥39,000 (incl. tax)
*If an event adviser is required, a separate fee of ¥5,000 (within 
Sapporo) applies; interpreter required
You will be contacted regarding the venue after the details 
have been confirmed
A candle art  procedure manual wi l l  be sent to you 
beforehand via e-mail (Japanese, English, Chinese).

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

⡲䨌⠓陽��ⴓ㹋騧���ⴓぐؚّٕٝء٦ذٝئٖفךف٦�ⴓא׆�

10 min. tactical meeting + 60 min. implementation + 5 min. presentation for 
each group

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

䙼ְ⳿ח婍و٦ذ寸גծגץ⚛ٕسٍٝؗה٦غًٝي٦ث⡲
׃鑧חծ荈歋֮דծ䕎֮ד窩כز٦،歲կ�䲽ֻ⚅ך㣄־♳
さגחא寸կ�ًٝ٦غⰋ㆞ץ⚛דծ抧׃ծ䠬ⴓַさֲկ抟
א〳腉կהֿ欽ׅ➿דٕسٍٝؗ%&-ծכד㜥䨽ך⢪欽ָ♶〳ך
կيؚٓٗف⡤꿀麦䧭ׅג寸荈湡垥ך

Decide on a memorable theme and arrange candles with team members to 
create a dream world. Use pictures and shapes to freely discuss the art you 
wish to depict before all the members arrange and light the candles, and 
share the emotions. In places where naked flames cannot be used, LED 
candles can be used. A hands-on program in which a group can work 
together to determine and achieve a common goal.

歲⚅ך䲽ֻ㣄דٕسٍٝؗ
Dream candles

ָז׃،ؙٔؤ؎ؙװ؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،剅ַחأوぐךز٦ء؞ٝؽ
չ#*/(0��պ湡䭷ׅկ⡲䨌⠓陽䖓ծ募ꞿד⟀〾ךぐي٦ث♧俕ز٦ةأחկ♧殢⯓
�ⵃկךي٦ث׃٦ٕ؞ծ׃麦䧭؞ٝؽח
※アクティビティごとに勝敗をつけるなど、様々なアレンジが可能。

Teams are required to fill in a bingo card by successfully completing tasks 
indicated on the card. After discussing their strategies, teams set out in an 
attempt to complete the activities prepared at certain locations around the 
village. The first team to reach bingo is the winner. *The contents can be 
arranged in various ways, with competitive aspects in each activity. 

RULE INFORMATION

秈���➂�※1チーム5～10人編成｠�剢։��剢Ⰵ㜥俱㔚⡤�➂���ⰼח➭ך麊㌀顤��傈���♰ⰼ玎䏝�※調整可能⻌嵲麣䬪ך募鸐鏬䗳銲կ傈玎锃侭ָ䗳銲ךծ傍ך✮秈٥湱锑ָ䗳銲կ

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

approx. 400 (teams of 5 to 10 members) 
Apr. to Nov. 
Admission (¥700 per person with group discount) management 
fee of approx. ¥100,000 per day *Negotiable 
Historical Village of Hokkaido 
interpreter required. early reservations and inquiries are 
necessary due to the amount of time required to arrange 
schedules and details. 

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

��ⴓ㹋騧���ⴓ邌䕤䒭أٝت؎ؖ
15 min. guidance + 120 min. fieldwork + award ceremony

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

⻌嵲麣䬪ך募ך募ⰻ� ։ ��ַ䨽ח欽䠐ׁח؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،䮋䨌ָז׃鹌ٝؽ
ي٦ثծוז㣕ⴖ⚵ךדؘٔظז㉏겗ծ畾꼛ٖٔ٦ծ㣐ֹꟼׅח⻉٦կ傈劤俑ٔٓ؞
ծ儗ַ鸐ز٦ٕךוծַ䮋䨌ַׅ؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،ךוկְֻג׃،ؙٔגזה⚵♧
ꂁⴓךגְאח⡲䨌甧גծي٦ثⰻ؞ٝؽָז》ّٝء٦؛صُىד杆ֲկ�

A bingo-style stamp rally that comprises activities prepared at between 9 and 
16 locations inside the Historical Village of Hokkaido. Teams are required to 
complete tasks regarding Japanese culture, take part in Japanese stilt relays, 
saw logs, and the like. Communication within the team is required to determine 
the strategy, including the route and time allocated to complete each task.  

⻌嵲麣ך➂⯓ך凃׃鍑僇
Learn about the lives of our Hokkaido ancestors

⻌嵲麣䬪ך募խwww.kaitaku.or.jp

吳䒭⠓爡խhttp://k-design.kameyama.co.jpوًَؕ
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⻌嵲麣ך굸勞⢪欽ؚٝؗح٥ؙؚٝ؍رٕؽي٦ث׃
Cooking Challenge with Hokkaido Ingredients

劦䌽ؙؚٝؗح　www.sapporo-cooking.com 

��➂։���ⴓ։鸐䎃��➂馄ִ㜥さ׀כ鸬窃ְֻׁ��➂������ⰼ玗鴥։銲湱锑㾊㢩��➂דת㾊ⰻד〳腉㼐כ㾊ⰻך薉铂٥⚥㕂铂㼎䘔〳腉ծٔةآك، ٥ؚٝ ٦ؖٝ㼎䘔〳腉ؽ٦٥ٔؿٝذٕ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

from 30 people
at least 120 minutes
throughout the year 
(please inquire for groups over 45 people)
from ¥510,000 for 30 people (tax included) *Please inquire
outdoors (indoors available for up to 45 people)
*Sushi menu only available indoors

can be implemented in English and Chinese;
vegetarian, gluten-free, and vegan options available

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

⻌嵲麣ך㣐㖑װ嵲ך굸勞⢪欽חي٦ثג׃ⴓַג锃椚ׅկي٦ث
ٙ٦ؙծⶼ鸡䚍וז畸ִٝ؍رٕؽي٦ث 嚂װׁ׃կ繟يؚٓٗفؚ
կ卓ָ֮⸬חהֿ넝湱✼椚鍑ךծ⸇罏ず㡦ָז׃Ⱏ剣ׁ׃

In this challenge, teams cook together using fresh ingredients 
from Hokkaido’s land and sea. The program not only fosters 
closer bonds as teams share in the delicious flavors of the food 
and the fun of the experience, it also encourages mutual 
understanding and communication through competition.

㛇劤涸ז⡲倯٦ٍثؙٖך闌䌌ַֽ」䖓ծ։��➂חف٦ؚٕךⴓַծؔ
遤ֲկ㻢叨דוז倯ֽא٦ؙծծⶼ⡲䚍ծ渿ٙي٦ثկ⡲٦ُصًٕشآٔ

After a lecture on the basic recipe from the cooking instructor, break into 
teams of 6-10 people and create your own original menu. Teams will be 
judged on teamwork, flavor, creativity, plating, etc.

RULE

٦锃椚㻢叨鑐굸邌䕤䒭ٍثؙٖ
Lecture + Cooking + Judging + Tasting + Award Ceremony

 RECOMMENDED PLAN

ח湡鋅װկ⡲٦ٖؕف٦أךٕشآׇٔؔさ穈ח荈歋굸勞װأ؎ػأ
䊨㣗Ⳕ׃ծ؎ٝ٦ٖؕف٦إٔشآ֮ٔؔزؙػ湡䭷ׅկ

Create an original soup curry, freely combining Hokkaido ingredients and 
spices to make it unique in both flavor and appearance. 

Ӫ� SOUP CURRY CHALLENGE آٍٖٝث٦ٖؕف٦أ

⻌嵲麣ך눴➜겲٥ꅿ蝲וז⢪欽ג׃ⶼ⡲㼐⡲ծ؎ٝةأ僥ִׅفחֲ״
կ邌植ׅחز٦ٖ

Craft three styles of creative sushi using fresh Hokkaido seafood, paying 
special attention to presentation for that Instagram perfect plate. 

Ӫ�CREATIVE SUSHI CHALLENGE ⶼ⡲㼐⡲آٍٖٝث

⻌嵲麣ך傈劤ꂊزحإؚٝ؍ذأ؎ذ珏
Hokkaido Sake Tasting Set (4 styles)
OPTIONAL ADD-ON ّٝءفؔ

INFORMATION

PROGRAM MENU
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ⴱגꨒח鍗ד➂孡鯪ח嚂ٕؽ٦ٌظأֹדָהֿ׃կⱴך
⻌嵲麣Ⰻ魦דֹדָהֲֿկ㿊갥ي٦ثزحّءزأكךד
㼎䘔〳腉կג׃הيؚٓٗفؚٝ؍رٕؽي٦ثծדה畸ֲֿחה׀

Snowmobiling for everyone – even those who’ve never come into 
contact with snow before. Get a taste of winter in Hokkaido and see 
which team can take the best group photo at the summit. Can also be 
offered as part of a team-building program

ٕؽ٦ٌظأ
Snowmobiling

���➂玎䏝��ⴓ։��剢♳傐։�剢�➂������ⰼ։ٖٕٝؑؐة،鴥※コースによるٗهح؟سٕٝٓؽ٦ٌظأ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽

approx. 100
at least 60 min.
late Dec. to Mar.
from ¥11,000 per person (including rental clothing) *depends on the course
Snowmobile Land Sapporo

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

խwww.snowmobilelandsapporo.comٗهح؟سٕٝٓؽ٦ٌظأ

�罈蕯歑㥍ծ铩ד嚂זؚٝٔٔأ׃ꤏ《さ䨌կي٦ثⰻדծ،حة
ؕ٦ծ٦تٝؑؿ؍رծה٦ػ؎شأ䕵ⶴ寸גծ侯余կ䔉ָ䔲
կזהⵃָي٦ث׃》㤽ؚحٓؿךꤏ㖑ך侯חկ儗ⰻזה㣟呓

Enjoy the excitement of a battle for territory, whatever your age or 
gender. Roles within the team are determined before batt le 
commences and attacks on the enemy’s territory begins. But beware: 
get hit by a bullet and you’re disqualified. The team that captures the 
enemy’s flag within the time limit, wins.

ي٦ٕغ؎غ؟
Survival games

�։��➂玎䏝��ⴓ։�剢♳傐։��剢♳傐➂�����ⰼ։ٔٗهح؟ز٦ب

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽

4–20
at least 90 min.
early May to early Nov.
from ¥2,000 per person
Resort Sapporo

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

麊鯄⯜鏩ד׃ז⡤꿀ٕٔأֹד弫挿ך㔊鰵٦ؘغկ鞢ַז啾卌꽀ֽ
䫙ֽ晊䘯䠬弫挿؍ذؽ؍ذؙ،ךկ

No need for a driving license to be able to enjoy an exhilarating ride 
through the woodland in this exciting four-wheel-drive buggy experience.

㔊鰵٦ؘغ
4WD buggies

��➂玎䏝��։��ⴓ�剢♳傐։��剢♳傐�➂�����ⰼ։�※コースによるٔٗهح؟ز٦ب

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽

approx. 12 
30–45 min
early May to early Nov.
from ¥5,500 per person *depends on course 
Resort Sapporo

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

խhttps://www.wonderlandsapporo.comٗهح؟س٦ٓٝتٝٙ

խhttps://www.wonderlandsapporo.comٗهح؟س٦ٓٝتٝٙ
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կ涯ꋒֹדָה娄ֻֿח⽃知ד♳ך倜ꨒךססծה㾶ֻ٦ُء٦ظأ
ֹד⡤꿀ָז暴ⴽְזִכדծ傈䌢וז⠓ֲ⳿ח駈騊ךծ暟⚥ך歲⚅ך
ٝ؍رٕؽي٦ثծדה湡䭷ֿׅ٦ٕ؞חה׀ي٦ثկ׆כ կֹד崞欽חؚ

Wear snowshoes and walk among the soft, newly fallen snow of a winter 
wonderland, discovering animal footprints and other things seldom seen in 
everyday life. Create teams for an activity that’s also suitable for team building.

٦ُء٦ظأ
Snowshoeing

剑㣐��➂�※50人以上は要相談��ⴓ�剢⚥傐։�剢⚥傐꽎鮦俱ꆃ㣐㘗鮦����ⰼծⰅ㕦俱٦ُء٦ظأ٥顡⳿搀俱忒ꅿس٦ٙ٦ٕظأ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
㜥խ䨽

50 *Please inquire with regard to larger groups 
60 min. 
mid-Jan. to mid-Mar.
parking fee (large vehicles ¥1,230) only. (Free admission, 
snowshoes loaned out for free) 

Takino Snow World

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

忒ꅿس٦ٙ٦ٕظأխwww.takinopark.com

ⴱ䗰罏ד孡鯪ח嚂خ٦هأ׃կ湡垥ׅהⰼأؐعגָֽ
剑ח䗰⚥ך٦ָٝⰼزأ婍חկ剑穄涸ׇ徽ח♳宔٦ٝزأ
鵚ְָي٦ث䖤挿䖤կ

A sport that can be enjoyed even by beginners. Slide your stones 
along the ice to the target (house). Points are awarded to the team with 
the stone closest to the center.

ؕ٦ؚٔٝ
Curling

剑㣐��➂��ⴓכת���ⴓ痥�剢刑傈牜傈ך㜥さכ痥�剢刑傈ծ䎃劣䎃㨣��剢��傈։�剢�傈
※5月25日～7月10日メンテナンス休館予定��➂���ⴓ������ⰼ�����ⴓ�������ⰼ
※カーリングシート使用料、指導料、カーリング用品のレンタル料含むي،آةأ٦ֲֺؚٔٝؕו

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
⠅긫傈
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽

40 
60 or 120 min. 
third Mon. in the month (fourth Mon. if third is a public holiday) 
and year-end & New Year period (Dec. 29–Jan 1) 
*Scheduled to close for maintenance from May 25 to July 10.

¥84,000 for 60 min./¥124,000 for 120 min. for 40 people. 
*including curling sheet fee, instruction fee and rental equipment 

Hokkaido Bank Curling Stadium  http://www.shsf.jp/curling

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

CLOSED

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

խwww.sapporo-sport.jp/curlingي،آةأ٦ֲֺؚٔٝؕו

ꨒך椔⢪גծ�ًך⯓ٕز٦侧㶵湍㼗䫙ֻկ铩ד知⽃חծꨒה嚂
կي٦ֹדָז׃

Throw snowballs at a target eight meters away and try to strike-out the 
numbers. A fun game in the snow in which everyone can take part.

ꨒ椔زؐ،ؙحٓزأ
Snowball strike-out

��։��➂玎䏝秈��ⴓ��剢♴傐։�剢♴傐〴�����ⰼ劦䌽䋐ⰻ˟⠓罏	薉铂㼎䘔
ָ䗳銲ז㜥さכⴽ鷿�♰ⰼ٦ؗأ㜥װ꽎鮦㜥וז

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
㜥խ䨽

20–50 
approx. 90 min.
late Dec. to late Mar.
¥65,000 for 1 set of target within Sapporo area.
 *Extra fee ¥70,000 if an Englis- speaking facilitator is required. 

ski slope, parking lot or the like. 

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

吳䒭⠓爡ٝصٝٓف ٦խwww.p-hokkoh.co.jpحم٥ؚ

�։�➂ي٦ثד⡲ծ�➂�椔ִ♷א׆ꨒ椔䫎ג־ծ侧㶵湍㼗䫙ְְֻגկ㼗䫙ְ侧㶵ךさ鎘挿װ卐侧畸ծي٦؞ٝؽ䕎䒭ד㹋倵ׅהֿ〳腉կ

Teams of 5 or 6 take turns to throw snowballs (5 per member) at a target in a bid to 
strike-out the numbers. Winners can be determined using a variety of scoring methods.

TEAM BUILDING RULES
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㕂ⰻ㢩ד㣐➂孡ך涯ְ䛃➂חծز٦ّٖث⢪ג窩䲽ֹծؔ آٔ
٦ع׃سٝ؟ד٦ؗحؙز٦ّٖثز؎ٙمկ⡲٦ؗحؙٕش
䲽ֻֿח荈歋窩װ俑㶵ח涯ְ䛃➂秈��DNך㘗ز կֹדָה

Use chocolate to decorate your own original Shiroi Koibito cookie, a 
popular Hokkaido souvenir among visitors from throughout Japan and 
abroad. The specially prepared Shiroi Koibito is made of white chocolate 
sandwiched between heart-shaped cookies (approx. 14 cm), onto which 
participants add their own words or pictures using chocolate.

猘ך涯ְ䛃➂սֶ窩䲽ֹأ٦վ
My Shiroi Koibito Baking course

剑㣐���➂秈��ⴓ鸐䎃�➂�����ⰼ玗鴥�※別途入館料涯ְ䛃➂٦ؙػ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
㜥խ䨽

120
approx. 40 min. 
throughout the year 
¥1,200 (incl. tax) per person *Separate admission fee required
Shiroi Koibito Park

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

涯ְ䛃➂٦ؙػխwww.shiroikoibitopark.jp

傐ך卓暟يٍآד⡲կ䱰甧ךג卓暟⢪يٍآךג⡲կ勞俱ח
ծׁכ ծٔ׀ְװרֻ ծٕכוז؞ٝ ծؚـ٦غ ה٦ٔكؤ
㹋倵גׇさ穈הծ　琿⡤꿀לկ儗劍ָさִ֮卓暟ְ׃棆ְ
կֹדהֿׅ

Make your own unique natural jam from fresh fruit, such as apples, 
cherries and strawberries, as well as unique fruits l ike rhubarb, 
gooseberries, and more. Depending on the time of year, you may also 
harvest your own fruits from the fields and orchards.

⡲يٍإُٓٓثش
Natural Jam Making

剑㣐��➂鸐䎃�➂����ⰼ։Ⱂ㿊卓埠㕦卓暟ך珏겲כגְאח銲㉏さׇؚٝ؍رٕؽي٦ث㹋倵כծ/10Ⱂ㿊ؚؒٝٔة٦؛薉铂㼎䘔〳腉דתխXXX�IBLLFO[BO�KQ�FDPDBUFSJOH

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

30
throughout the year
Starting from ¥1,500 per person 
Hakkenzan Orchard
*Please inquire with regard to the types of fruits available
 Team building is implemented by NPO Hakkenzan Eco 
Catering (English available) 　
www.hakkenzan.jp/ecocatering

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

Ⱂ㿊卓埠㕦խwww.hakkenzan.jp

倜늫ז欰ؙٔي٦⢪ג⡲כ٦ةغ呓ⴽկ勞俱Ⰵٝؽ䮶竲ֽ
կ鑐굸ׅגֽאח٦ؕحؙٓגկ⳿勻甧ָ♳➬٦ָةغזַװתծה

Make delicious butter from fresh cream. Place the ingredients into the 
container and shake until the mellow-tasting butter is complete, then 
spread on crackers to sample.

٦⡲ةغ
Butter making

剑㣐��➂��ⴓ玎䏝鸐䎃�➂����ⰼוהׁٗهح؟խ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
㜥խ䨽

80 
approx. 30 min. 
throughout the year
¥400 per person
Sapporo Sato-Land Farm Park

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

խwww.satoland.comוהׁٗهح؟

※詳しくは公式ホームページをご覧ください。

* See our official homepage for more details. 
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知⽃ד٦ٕٕז铩ד孡鯪ח遤ִ⻌嵲麣涪牫خ٦هأךկ繟ְ׃荈搫
կ׃嚂啾卌嵭חず儗הؿٕ؞٦ؙػծכדأ٦֮ח⚥ך

Anyone can play this simple version of golf that was invented in 
Hokkaido. Enjoy a stroll amid the natural woodland environment while 
playing a round of park golf. 

ؿٕ؞٦ؙػ
Park golf

٦ؙխwww.northern-horsepark.jpػأ٦مٝؠ٦ظ

剑㣐��։��➂�ؚٕف٦剑㣐�։�➂٦ٕم��秈��ⴓ�剢։��剢٦ٕم���➂����ⰼ麣Ⱗٕةٖٝך俱ろ�※別途入園料٦ؙػأ٦مٝؠ٦ظ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
㜥խ䨽

40–50 (4–5 per group) 
approx. 25 min. for 9 holes 
May to Nov.
¥500 per person for 9 holes (including equipment rental fee) 
*Separate park-admission fee required

Northern Horse Park

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

傈劤ך䨌㕂儗➿ַ寐䨫儗➿גַֽח㶷㖈׃䗼ךן罏չ䗼罏պկ圫ղז
➬䱦ָֽ倵ׁ䗼罏㾊侲דծ䗼罏邅鄲ְהתծ䗼遭ծ遭ծ䩛酅ծ
ォֹ濶וז劤呓涸ז⥜遤ח䮋ךז֮㪦כծ4/4僥ִ麩ְ׃ז
䗼罏כ٦ّءծג׃הّٝءؙٓز،٦؍ذ٦ػ䲿⣘〳腉կ猼
䗼罏ך⚅歲ָ粸䎢־劤呓涸٦ָّءז嚂׃կ

Ninjas were covert agents that existed in Japan from the period of the 
warring clans to the Edo period. In the device-filled ninja house, put on a 
ninja costume and try your hand at authentic disciplines such as 
swordsmanship, shuriken (star-shaped throwing weapons), blow darts 
and the like; the images of which will surely look good on SNS. 
The ninja show is available as a party attraction. Enjoy the secret world 
of the ninja as the authentic show unfolds before your very eyes.

剑㣐��➂鸐䎃��ⴓ㣐➂����ⰼծ㶨⣘���ⰼ�媷ꤏ⡤꿀ծ䗼罏⚥䗼֮أ٦銲㉏さׇչ⻌嵲麣䗼罏麣պ麣㜥傈劤铂٥薉铂㼎䘔ծ➭鎉铂ך㜥さכ鸐鏬䗳銲կ䗼罏ך٦ّء鑫稢כ銲㉏さׇկ

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
䨽銲儗
俱ꆃ湡㸜
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

max. of 20 participants
throughout the year
90 min.
adults ¥5,000; children ¥4,000
Hands-on sword fighting and advanced ninja course also 
available (please inquire)
Hokkaido Ninja-do dojo
Japanese and English available; interpreter required for 
other languages. Please inquire with regard to ninja show 
details. 

CAPACITY

PERIOD

TIME REQUIRED

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

⻌嵲麣إص歕ך暜㜥ד䶆ծ倜늫ז暋✋⢪欽ג׃ծ䩛⡲أ؎،
،ך늫䏝䫙纇⡲ָז滗ծ繘骡㿊ד㢩כחկ㢙㜥⡲ي٦ؙٔ
呓דגֹדծכي٦ؙٔأ؎،⡲ד窫ㅷկ荈ⴓכي٦ؙٔأ؎
ⴽׅד

Make your own ice cream using fresh milk direct from a farm in Niseko, 
Hokkaido. Fresh ice cream made while taking in the views of Mt. Yotei in 
summer is particularly delicious. Come and enjoy an extraordinary 
experience making your own ice cream.

⡲ي٦ؙٔأ؎،
Ice cream making

剑㣐���➂��ⴓ鸐䎃	�剢�傈_��傈ꤐֻ
�➂�����ⰼإص넝堀暜㜥ؙٕى�䊨䨺

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
㜥խ䨽

100 
45 min. 
throughout the year (except Aug. 8–16)
¥1,300 per person 
Niseko Takahashi Dairy Farm Milk Kobo

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

䊨䨺խwww.niseko-takahashi.jp/milkkoboؙٕى�넝堀暜㜥إص

䗼罏⡤꿀
Sapporo Ninja Experience

NEW

⻌嵲麣䗼罏麣 /*/+"�%0�� http://hokkaido-ninjado.com/
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⾨ֻ宔穠׃宔♳ⰼ朐חⴖ׃⳿㔐鯄ׇׁٕإ٦ٕؕأ؎،կ
㔐鯄ׅחٕإ٦ٕؕأ؎،䏟ծהײ崧兝葿鋅גկ㻅鯄
ծכ圫ך勻⳿ָהֿ׃嚂חկ䙼ְ䙼ְג鋅圫瑞ָ㔐鯄ׅד
պկس٦ٓٝ؞٦ًٔךչ宔חׁת

An ice carousel is a thick, circular slab of ice that is cut in the 
surface of a frozen pond or lake and rotated. Sit on the revolving 
ice carousel and watch the scenery as it slowly flows by, or lie 
down and watch the sky as it seems to revolve. There are many 
ways to enjoy this “merry go round” on the ice.

宔س٦ٓٝ؞٦ًٔךչ*$&�$"3064&-،؎ٕإ٦ٕؕأպ
Ice Carousel (“merry-go-round” on the ice)

劦䌽⚥䗰鿇ך㣐鸐Ⱅ㕦ח⡘縧ׅչׁؽٖذש㝛պկ�ꥡח
欽ٝٓف٦؍ذ٦ػծ٦ָٕ֮مֹד崞欽חծ㢳湡涸כ
䠐ְׁגկ

Located in Odori Park in central Sapporo, the 2nd floor of the 
tower offers a multi-purpose hall with reception plans 
available.

㝛ؽٖذשׁ
Sapporo TV Tower

㝛խ�www.tv-tower.co.jpؽٖذשׁ

��➂��ⴓ�剢։��剢�➂����ⰼ

➂խ侧
䨽銲儗
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ

50
45 min. 
June to Oct. 
¥800 per person 

CAPACITY

TIME REQUIRED

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

兛媮鍑佝ְׁזְגꬊ䌢ꥡ媮���媮ג♳ծ㾜劄〴湡䭷ׅ暴ⴽז⡤꿀ָ〳腉կ

Aim to reach the observatory by climbing up 435 steps of the emergency 
staircase not normally open to the public. 

Ӫ�Use the stairs to climb the Sapporo TV Tower
ֲ״ג♳דꥡ媮㝛ؽٖذשׁ

PROGRAM 1

鸐䎃�※他のイベント等で実施不可の場合あり�♰ⰼ։鸐䌢فح،ز؎ٓך儗ⰻהֿ֮דկ⽃葿ך٦ٓؕآ٦ً؎ך邌爙ָ〳腉կ

儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
⪒խ罋

throughout the year *Unless another event is being held
from ¥20,000
single-color illuminations during standard light-up time

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

REMARKS

կֹדָהֿ挿抧ׇׁח٦ٕٓؕشآّٔؔٝء٦طىٕ؎%&-ך㝛ؽٖذשׁ

Light up the Sapporo TV Tower with LED illuminations in your own original color. 

Ӫ�Light it  up in your original color

فح،ز؎ٓד٦ٕٓؕشآٔؔ

PROGRAM 2

INFORMATION

銲㉏さׇכ䖓⟄ךծְָ׃ת歍鴥ָ劄ךדת嗚鎢կ����䎃�剢갦חٕـءٖؗؿ㹋倵ךד廩ך����䎃�剢։�剢銲㉏さ銲湱锑կ麣ⰻぐ㖑⛦ָ➂���㔐秈כחٕإ٦ٕؕأ؎،

https://www.cruisekitchen.com/hokkaido-ice-star-project
https://youtu.be/PWNRpP6_OCg

➂խ侧
儗խ劍
俱խꆃ
㜥խ䨽
⪒խ罋

The ice carousel can be ridden by up to 10 people at a time.
January to February 2022
Please inquire.
Negotiable. Consideration can be given to implementing 
this activity on lakes in all regions of all Hokkaido.
Reservations are recommended to be made by around 
September 2021, and please inqure thereafter.

CAPACITY

PERIOD

APPROX. FEE

VENUE

REMARKS

NEW
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劦䌽ךⴱ㢙ך괏暟鑖չ:04",0*٦ٓٝا
牸պկ넝濼源涪牫ךչְֿׁ״牸պך
뒊㶨הծ⻌嵲麣孖闚չ٦ٓٝا眍պさ
ַװկ葿늫֮ד驆ךٕشآׇٔؔ
ד꧇⮚ך㶨驆糺ח魦邅鄲ז
⸂䓼ְ纇莸ָծח؍ذ٦ػ螟幐ִկ
Ⰵ颣穗꿀䭯א㹋⸂崢ٙػ״חي٦ث
蕯ׁ彡״חي٦ثծ㷕欰װ莸זٕؿ
דתׂתׁ暴䗙ךي٦ثծוז怴莸
կ֮

The YOSAKOI Soran Festival is an 
integral  part  of  ear ly summer in 
Sapporo, and comprises an original 
dance using wooden clappers known 
as naruko from the Yosakoi Festival 
that originated in Kochi prefecture, 
combined with the Hokkaido soran 
bushi  sea shanty.  Powerfu l  and 
lavishly choreographed performances 
by  dancers  d ressed in  co lo r fu l  
c o s t u m e s  w i l l  l e n d  a  c a r n i v a l  
atmosphere to any reception. Choose 
from a variety of teams with distinctive 
characteristics, from prize-winning 
experience to youthful energy.

٦ٓٝ驆ا*0,"04:
YOSAKOI Soran performance 

Japanese taiko drumming

Shamisen and Japanese drum   The Wakokoro Brothers

ת欰ㄤ㣕렼怴㤈ַזؙحىش؎ت
갈ה䮶כծ⠓㜥ְחְם갟ֹ床ծ
耮ֻך㖇⦜ׅկ⻌嵲麣כחծ㕂ꥷ
涸ח崞鬨ׅㄤ㣕렼ؚٕׄכف٦ծ
⦐䚍鞢ַז㔚⡤ָ䲧ֶגծ⻌嵲麣
א䟦ֹ⸇罏דוז怴㤈׃הو٦ذ
ֽծ٦؍ذ٦ػ渿חך־♳♧䕵
顠ְגկ⠓㜥ַך⸇㘗٦ؓؿػ
կ֮ד〳腉أٝو

The sound and vibrations born from 
the dynamic ta iko  per formance 
reverberate around the venue for an 
all-round overwhelming experience. 
H o k k a i d o  b o a s t s  a  v a r i e t y  o f  
distinctive taiko groups, including 
those with experience of performing 
o v e r s e a s .  H o k k a i d o  t h e m e d  
performances are sure to fascinate 
the participants and l iven up the 
atmosphere of any reception. It’s also 
possible to invite members of the 
audience onstage to jo in  in  the 
drumming.

ㄤ㣕렼

峸鯪♲简הㄤ㣕렼ך倜ז〳腉䚍
䱱実ׅزحصِկ剅ծ莸驆ծ螟麣ךוז
殯װٍٕٝآז嵲㢩،ךהزأ؍ذ٦
կׅה䖤䠐剑ّٝء٦ٖنٓ

The unit seeks a new horizon for the 
Tsugaru shamisen and the Japanese 
drum.The group has been successful 
in collaboration with overseas artists 
and artists from different fields, such 
as calligraphy, dancing and flower 
arrangement.

♲简ㄤ㣕렼ㄤ䗰ؤ٦ؠٓـ

https://youtu.be/lmz9d1jxwa0

https://youtu.be/SmqJy5mCWwI
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⻌嵲麣搶㽰䃊⳿魦կ��娕ד峸鯪♲简
统ְׄכծ�����䎃峸鯪♲简傈劤♧
寸㹀䨌"秷ך鿇⮚կ圫ղהٍٕٝآז
遤崞דծ㕂ⰻ㢩ّٝء٦ٖنٓך
ֲկ⻌嵲麣➿邌ׅ蕯䩛ف٦م峸鯪♲
简怴㤈罏կ

Born on Yagishiri Island in Hokkaido, 
started learning to play the Tsugaru 
shamisen  a t  the  age  o f  seven ,  
winning Class A of the 2013 National 
Tsugaru shamisen Championship. He 
has collaborated with various artists 
from diverse musical genres in Japan 
and around the world.  He is the 
up-and-coming Tsugaru shamisen 
player from Hokkaido to look out for.

♲简䗼䓘

黅50/&�갈խ佦鿢ˑ�⻌嵲麣˒חو٦ذ�
傈劤〢勻ך嚂㐻ծ㽯Ⱂה皪٦ةؘח穈
ؚ➂ד㤈갈嚂ְ׃⮚ծׇさ
갈葿ָծ⻌嵲麣ךկչ黅50/&�갈պف٦ٕ
կ䙼ְ䲽ַׇ兝葿ז䎢㣐ך

Tone: A musical trio from Hokkaido. 
Their tender music combines the 
traditional Japanese instruments of 
shakuhachi (vertical bamboo flute) 
and koto (Japanese harp) with guitar. 
The music played by Tone recalls the 
vast scenery of Hokkaido.

黅 UPOF�갈
Tone

Shamisen   niya

劦䌽ך蔃叛歲ך⠗窟㸚竲ֽծせ俱
ծכ蔓罏ךչ蕯叛茼崧պֹג竰ָד❫
傈劤ךכדז⠗窟俑⻉ׅדאהמךկ
蔓罏ך驆٥㇓ה♲简ך蒅דַװ
磏ז⚅歲ֶ嚂ְֻׁ׃կ莸〴ך䖓
կׅד〳腉ծ鎸䙀乆䕦כח

In Sapporo, the Wakayagi Shin style 
of geisha has been maintaining the 
traditions of the geisha world through 
performances of traditional performing 
ar ts  a t  d is t ingu ished Japanese 
restaurants. Geishas represent a 
unique Japanese cultural asset. Enjoy 
this glorious, stylish geisha world. 
After the performances, you may 
have your photo taken with them.

蔓罏
Geisha

https://youtu.be/RLGpfdXwbwM

https://youtu.be/296Zz8pCYQk
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갈嚂חさגׇծ㣐㘗ך蔃㐻ش؎تח
و٦ؓؿػ遤ֲ㹋怴欰ֽ鴥חؙحى
欰ֽ鴥חծ⸇罏ד⚥կ㹋怴鷿أٝ
⡤꿀ְג׃ծ⸇罏ה♧筰ח⡲ㅷ
䠬זהկ⠓㜥Ⰻ⡤ָ♧⡤־♳ⶼ
կת⺪ד

Using a large vase, a master of  
Japanese flower arrangement gives a 
thrilling demonstration set to music. 
The guests are asked to join in, for a 
collaborative experience that unites 
all those present.

欰ֽ蔃ٓ؎ـ
Live performance of flower arrangement

⻌嵲麣ך⯓⡝孖做،؎ךض娖〷٥俑⻉ծ
㕂ךꅾ銲搀䕎孖⤹俑⻉頿ח䭷㹀ְׁג
ؙحيկ濼ג鸐ׄ〢䒭莸驆ض؎،
ٔ〡楨ٝزװ ٔ✿䓚楨ךוז⠗窟
嚂㐻怴㤈遤կ

A performance of traditional Ainu 
dancing,which has been designated 
as a national folklore asset, gives you 
a glimpse of Ainu culture and history. 
Traditional Ainu musical instruments, 
such as the mukkuri mouth harp and 
the tonkori five-string harp, are also 
played.

孖做⠗窟莸驆ض؎،
Ainu folk dancing

�����䎃ח劦䌽ד穠䧭ׁךض؎،ⶼ
⡲꧊㔚կ갈嚂٥驆٥䩛➬✲ךוז⠗窟涸
俑⻉ך竰䪫׆תוהחծ植➿涸ז䩛岀
䎢ֻ歲պ⚅ךض؎،չָזⰅ》
邌植ְג׃կ،؎ךض⠗窟涸ז嚂㐻ծ
瘝أ٦كװ٦ةؘחؙٔحيװٔٝز
⸇ִծ荈搫ךהⰟ欰و٦ذוז䭯
刼ض؎،铂ה傈劤铂ד姏ְծ怴㤈ג׃
կְ

This creative Ainu cultural group was 
founded in Sapporo in 2000. The 
group has been using contemporary 
methods, in addition to traditional 
music, dancing and crafts, to express 
the Ainu world. Accompanied by 
ordinary guitars, bass guitars and the 
traditional musical instruments of the 
mukkuri and tonkori, they sing in Ainu 
and Japanese on the theme of living 
in harmony with nature.

زؙؑآٗفز٦،ض؎،
Ainu Art Projects

https://youtu.be/zPnrj3syiEo

https://youtu.be/AOKgNVdwhwk

https://youtu.be/SY3YjyxjHVc
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劦䌽כ㤈嚂ف٦ؚٕٕـٝ؟ٝ،
❛劦䌽ה蕯䩛怴㤈㹺ך⚥崞鬨ח䗰⚥
갟嚂㔚٥껷䌎ؔؒن٦㤈罏�䀵䃵䒽僅孑ח
怴㤈嚂㔚կ׃穠䧭ח僰ך����䎃״
ծ僥歗갈嚂ծأفحه갈嚂ַؙحءؙٓ
耮ד怴㤈馉ִٍٕٝآծוזؤٍآ
遚눁✪ְג׃կחو٦ذך؍ذ٦ػ
さׇ嚂刼ך怴㤈ָ〳腉֮דկ

SORA is an ensemble formed in 
t h e  s p r i n g  o f  2 0 0 8  b y  y o u n g  
Sapporo -based  mus ic ians  and  
Iwasaki  Hiromasa, the pr incipal  
oboist with the Sapporo Symphony 
O r c h e s t r a .  S O R A c a p t i v a t e s  
audiences with i ts wide-ranging 
repertoire that spans genres from 
classical to pop, film music and jazz. 
A performance of music selected to 
match the theme of your reception is 
possible.

㤈嚂ف٦ؚٕٕـٝ؟ٝ،
Ensemble Group SORA

圫ղדٍٕٝآז崞鬨فحزְג׃
䠥ד⚥ծ⚅歲ת麦ָ꧊ٍٝءآ٦ُى
劦怴㤈ׅ孖做٥莸驎갈嚂ְגׁ
䌽㖈⡝ך➂穈ך嚂㔚կؔ ؍ذٔشآٔ
ג׃歲偆遤⚅דתծד갈嚂ס֮
կ⻌嵲ׅת׃⳿怴ֹההמזֲ״ְ
麣ךכדז倜䋆늪ך瑞ֹ盲ד⡲ؐ
ؙٖ չٖٖٖ؛ٍءպךד怴㤈ֹדկ
㼭卌榳邅WMO
뢷谏啾✿HNMO
劉⦋ˑPTIPX˒�㼿ㄤC5JO�XIJTUMF
⳿歊㼐♧QFSD�

Four of Sapporo’s top musicians come 
together in this eclectic ensemble, 
performing a wide range of beloved 
folk and dance music from all around 
the world. Their music brims with 
o r ig ina l i t y  and  takes  you  on  an  
international journey around the globe. 
Tsuki no Sanpo can also provide a 
quintessential Hokkaido performance, 
using ukulele made out of old salmon 
boxes.

Lui Kobayashi (violin)
Shingo Saito (guitar, mandolin, ukulele)
Naokazu “Oshow” Asakura (bass, tin whistle)
Toshikazu Ideta (percussion)

⚅歲偆遤갈嚂㔚שׁךֹא�
World Music Ensemble “Tsuki no Sanpo”

㕂ⰻ剣侧ךؤٍآך遳ծ劦䌽կ㕂ⰻ㢩ך
꧊ח劦䌽ָٍٝءآ٦ُىٕكٖفحز
ְծ儎㢸㉏׆ծ䋐ⰻぐ䨽ـ؎ٓד
遤 չֲ4"11030�$*5:�+";;պկ㕂ⰻ㢩ד
䎢ֻ崞鬨ׅ٦٥َ؎ٖف٦ةؘ㿊加绤䎂
孑וזծ岣湡زأ؍ذ٦،ך侧㢳ֻ鰳⳿
�:牸Ⱙծչ4"11030�$*5ךؤٍآׅ
+";;պד崞鬨ׅ״חוזزأ؍ذ٦،
怴㤈կ

Sapporo is a notable city for jazz in 
Japan. Top-fl ight musicians from 
Japan  and  ove rseas  ga the r  i n  
Sapporo to perform day and night at 
SAPPORO CITY JAZZ. SAPPORO 
C I T Y J A Z Z  has  f os te red  many  
music ians who’ve ga ined great  
attention, such as Shohei Yamaki, a 
g u i t a r i s t  a c t i v e  i n  J a p a n  a n d  
elsewhere in the world. Musicians 
who perform at the jazz festival are 
available.

4"11030�$*5:�+";;ؤٍآ
Jazz “SAPPORO CITY JAZZ”

https://youtu.be/vxk65TS96TA

https://youtu.be/e4Oo9qOJZps
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傈劤ך倜䎃ך⭑䒭דאהמךծꂊ埥ך♳
覆牞圫ך㺊ꖎח鋅甧גծ倜ז⳿涪
կ埥ך爵격ׅוז䏿ծ䎊状⨳װ
加דב㪬ֹֻ״ⶴծ埥ך⚥ך
傈劤ꂊָ⸇罏ח䮶莸կ加ך卙
〳腉կ⽩ⵟך؞噟ٗ⟰כח

A Japanese r i tual  of ten seen at  
celebratory events, in which the lid of 
a Japanese sake barrel is cracked 
open using wooden mallets, and 
prayers are offered to the gods for 
new departures, good health and 
good fortune. The sake in the barrel is 
then shared among the participants. 
The wooden utensils from which the 
sake is drunk can be engraved with 
the company logo.

ꖎֹ

傈劤כדծ〢勻ַ牜ְ✲חןך귓א
ָֹ遤ְגկ鯪䘯ז귓ֹא㓞㶨ה
נכךկ牸驆ךֿה׳מֶַ
։ֿו։׳׃ְ״չג滠 ְպך䱦ֽ
㡮דזחהה귓ֹא⡤꿀կ⳿勻
կתסח⸇罏כ귓ֶָ♳

From olden times in Japan, rice cake 
has been pounded on the occasion 
o f  a  c e l e b r a t i o n . F a s t - p a c e d  
r i c e - c a k e - p o u n d i n g  m u s i c a l  
accompaniment and okame  and 
hyottoko  comical dance. Wear a 
happi festival coat, and say "Yoisho! 
Dokkoi!" Enjoy rice cake pounding 
with everyone. The completed rice 
cake is served to all the participants.

귓ֹא㓞㶨
Rice-cake-pounding musical accompaniment

Kagami biraki (opening of the sake barrel)

劦 䌽 㖈 ⡝ ך ⴖ  秵 ،٦ زأ؍ذ
չ,*3*(".*45�⼪ꤿ$IJBLJպָ ծ圫ղז
ծٔוז؞垷圫ծ⟰噟ٗװ٦ةٍؙٓؗ
䫙ֹⴖח䊪秵גׇさחزأؙؒ
遤ֲկ⸇罏أٝو٦ؓؿػծָז
ٖفך窩պչ⡂겣ⴖ⡲ג⡂ׇח埆겣ך
կזח⳿䟝ְך偆ךծ剑넝כزٝئ

A performance of skillful paper cutting 
techniques by Sapporo-based paper 
cutting artist KIRIGAMIST Chiaki, who 
creates various characters, patterns 
and even company logos in response 
to requests from the audience. Face 
profile portraits cut from paper and 
presented to the participants make 
great mementos of the trip.

ⴖ秵,*3*(".*45�⼪ꤿ
KIRIGAMIST Chiaki 

https://youtu.be/-EJiHKT9RUE
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